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CHAPTER XIX

Obstacles on a way to an awareness of personality Immortality

According to scientist researches, it had been taken about three million years of the "human"
development history for first glimpses of the animal mind to turn into first signs of a "human" SelfConsciousness. Then about thirty thousand years, we have learned the art of hunting and gathering
everything that nature had given, for the next three thousand years we were forced to become farmers
and small tradesmen, for the last three hundred years there was a sharp jump in our development
and we reached the pinnacle of our current Civilization - and in the oncoming thirty years we will
come to the mass development of a Cosmic Self-Consciousness ... Such, my dear, an interesting
tendency to an acceleration of the "human" Forms of Self-Consciousness development showed up:
three millions, thirty thousands, three thousands, three hundred and thirty years ... Very, very steep
hyperbole appears in an unprejudiced Imagination!

15.16855.

Compared to the beginning of this millennium, incoming flows of a high level EnergyInformation and thereby arising need for its processing by Formo-Creators of Self-Consciousness
for the majority of the Earth population has grown in tens of times, and for many of the intellectually
developed "people" – in hundreds of times. As a rule, this Energy-Information is in a greater
degree of intellectual than of sensual characteristic– specific technical, scientific, educational,
general cognitive, philosophical, etc. It means that НУУ-ВВУ-Configurations of «now» focused by
you Stereo-Types also radically changed in more qualitative side, in accordance with an urgent
– I would even say – vitally important – necessity of continuous perception and deep mastering
of these energy-information Flows by Form-Creators of Self-Consciousness of modern «people».
The fact of manifestation in Collective Consciousness of «humanity» of Universal Knowlege of
«IISSIIDIOLOGY» also confirms it – so high-frequency and cardinally new Energy-Information
simply could not introduce in a FUA-DRF-dynamics of Forms of Self-Consciousness of these groups
of «human Continuums», if structures of Self-Consciousness of at least 150-200 million «people»
would not have a reliable mechanism for its «Decompressing» and authentication with the already
synthesized previously Conceptions.
15.16856.

By getting at the expense of countless overfocusings the ability and possibility to perceive
and logically process such a high intensity of energy-informatiс Flow, you already will not be able
to lose it, because it frequency will rise rapidly, simply forcing you to become an active part of more
and more intensive dynamics. You have no reason to worry - billions of unconscious by you “Deaths”
of less qualitative “personality” Interpretations of your Stereo-Form, which are not ready for such
intense intellectual-physical rhythm of Existence, will provide you with all necessary Experience,
and also with proper mental, sensitive and intuitive abilities. As for the newest Knowledge, EnergyInformation that is used by you, the quality of formed by you Stereo-Forms also will rise rapidly. As
soon as you, by mastering this Information, will begin all deeper to understand Universal Paradigms
of the University, which provide every manifested Form with “personality” Immortality, your
Conceptions of “Death” and mechanisms of the manifestation of all objects of surrounding Reality
will radically modify in your Self-Consciousness, until they will not quite disappear from culture
and social structure of a new human - lluuvvumic society.

15.16857.

Speaking that the speed of rise of energy-informative Flows’ quality which pass through the
structures of your Self-Consciousness increases in geometrical progression, I want to emphasize that
now it becomes absolutely impermissible to cover one’s own ignorance or follow in Life by those,
through even very kind and good but nevertheless already insufficiently perfect and constructive
knowledge which has sink into oblivion of “former”, less qualitative Form-systems of the Worlds,
knowledge which was useful and appropriate only five-ten years ago, and now present of themselves
serious obstacle on the way of such deepening and expansion of the whole system of Collective
Consciousness of the modern “humanity”, which we need to be more consistent with high spiritual,
moral, philosophical, scientific, political and cultural demands of New Worlds - 4-5 Dimensional
(!) - Continuums, which so unexpectedly stretched out their boundless Space Expanses in front of
our high spiritual Aspirations.

15.16858.

But to master these mysterious and so far very incomprehensible for us Expanses of Living
Space Intellect, it is necessary to fulfill one essential condition: one or even few fruitful Lives
are not enough– all of us need to begin understand consciously and creatively own the real, true,
absolutely functional «personality» Immortality, fruitful life is too little - we all need to begin to
understand consciously and creatively to own a real, real, totally functional "personal" Immortality,
what will enable to embody such grandiose plans and far going projects resolutely, which you and I
are faced with to begin and to reduce to planned completion together. And as it usually happens in
Life, this, it would seem unrealizable, but vital condition of our possible, more fruitful, Existence
only had to appear for the easiest and universal solution immediately was presented for the Earth
population on the part of the University by way of just appeared Knowledge of IISSIIDIOLOGY: you
always were and are absolutely Immortal, you just did not know about it before, or rather, absolutely
forgot, given yourself in the power of СФУУРРММ-Forms of imperfect Creators of АРГЛЛААМУНИ
and ИНГЛИМИЛИССА-ИИССИИДИ, which keep all of us up to present time on a short and hard
leash of unrealized passions, false ambitions and excessively ambitious desires.
15.16859.

And it now turned out that to achieve a state of ‘personal’ Immortality neither magic elixirs,
nor grandiose physical, intellectual and financial costs are need - it is only need in a most careful
way to cultivate in one’s own Self-Consciousness the highest Conceptions of Who You Are indeed,
and in a real Choices in every instant of your Life by all your spiritual and physical efforts try to
confirm this СФУУРММ-Forms with not only kind and beautiful words but also with useful for
everyone deeds.

15.17860.

QUESTION. Here I read that I am immortal. Strong inner desire to develop, to seek to

something good arise in me. Surrounding Reality stopped suit me, and I start thinking about
how to “skip over” to where I am better. If I am immortal than can I overfocus in Forms
of Self-Consciousness of more qualitative Form-systems of the Worlds purposely provoking
some negative situations - a suicide, for example? Will it help for Form-Creators of my SelfConsciousness immediately to overfocus in a more qualitative “development scenarios”, where
there is much more benefit from my Life both to me and to society?
No, dear Kraullarrd, it will not turn out, because an initial motivation of every suicide state
is already a manifestation of extremely selfishness: “person” want’s to commit suicide either because
he dislike this, yes, so far not very qualitative – in relation to some of estimated by him possible
variants – World, and he simply wants to be in more qualitative, where, as he supposes, it will be
much better for him, or because he already extremely fed up with constant encountering with displays
of his own imperfection, with that he absolutely can’t stand out against a background of someone’s
universally recognized exclusiveness, endowments, dexterity, intelligence, adaptability, perfection
and similar abilities among surrounding people. In every case obtrusive desire to suicide is preceded
by some long depression conditioned by a powerful “Decompressing” FUA- Dynamics of lowfrequency Form-Creators of Self-Consciousness, who give to all this “overfocusing” process very
tough and uncompromising egocentric tendencies, thereby persistently orienting the “personality” on
a stable immersion in a egoistic FUA-Dynamics of НУУ-ВВУ-Configurations of some of protoform
Directions. None of suicide Motivations simply on principle can not help you at the moment of
realization of this desire to focus on more positive dynamic of Self-Consciousness of those of your
“personal” Interpretations, who are manifested in an already more qualitative Levels of possible
“scenarios” of your “Rotational” Cycle, because the same unsyntised dynamics – selfishness will be
in a basis of all your actions and thoughts.
15.16861.

Some of those who have not troubled themselves by profound study of iissiidiology
Knowledge while just superficially flipped through what was the most accessible to their
understanding, can accept as a Motivations СФУУРММ-Forms that any of your countless “Deaths”
is a result of inertial implementation in a Self-Consciousness of some intermediate phase of interquality Synthesis, and, thanks to a newfound Experience, serves as a basis for continuous qualitative
increasing of FUA-dynamics of Self-Consciousness of each of the subsequent focused by you
“personality” Interpretations. Here can be simple misunderstanding that the process of evolutional
development particularly in lluuvvumic Direction is already (through capabilities of more high quality
of decisions made by you) an integral of more primitive syntetic FPV-dynamic of Form-Creators of
Self-Consciousness, who structurise all endless amount of protoform development Directions.
15.16862.

Thus by commiting suicide in amount of “scenarios”, you after every from your subjective
“Deaths” more and more deeply get into “under-uspect” and ‘among-aspect” Synthes’s processes
in schems, which were in more degree suitable not for persons but for Form-Creators of SelfConciousness of some of Proto-Frorms. It can take lots of years of your Life for unsoncsiousness
for you overfocusing in those strongly incompletely-synthesized НУУ-ВВУ-Configarations. While
those of your “personalities”, which managed their depressive states by finding more altruistic
Motivations, have already overfocused in much more qualitative and favorable “scenarios” of
the lluuvvumic Direction and already even do not remember that they could have had other, less
qualitative decisions, which have preferred the chosen by you “personality”, who have committed
suicide.
15.16863.

Exactly all your multiyear Experience of "hardships" and infinite overcoming of different
obstacles, failures, troubles, unfulfilled hopes and other unfavorable life circumstances, which
abundantly structure "scenarios" of all protoform Directions, being instantly "projected" into a more
qualitative "areas" of common slloogrentnost of НУУ-ВВУ-Configuration of your Stereo-Form,
allowed high-frequency Formo-Creators of Self-Consciousness of your other "personalities" to
reject all possible variants of suicidal decisions and further to concentrate on finding other ways out
of the situation. It turns out that you have been pining, suffering and tormenting yourself for many
years only because in some of "tensor" moments of your life from all possible for you decisions, you
have preferred to choose the most not qualitative variant. Think about it.

15.16864.

I had the opportunity repeatedly to observe and to compare how completely differently
continued a Fate of "people" in different-quality "scenarios" for those variants of their "personalities",
who have chosen to commit a suicide, and for those ones, who, already enjoying their integral
Experience, were able to take completely other decisions. The huge difference in a quality of "turns",
occurring in the future versions of their Lives, is simply amazing! In a life circumstances of a suicide
for many days, months or even years dominates the most disappointing destructive dynamics of
destruction, tragedy, failure, drama, a relationship with the nearest "people" inevitably begin to
spoil, a business deteriorates rapidly, families break up, a creativity runs out, bright and inevitably
the worst degradation trends appears – the tendency to alcoholism, drug abuse, sadism, serious
psychiatric disorders, what provokes again and again in the Self-Consciousness even more severe
suicidal states, which "personality" is simply not able to overcome any more and rapidly is "going
downhill."

15.16865.

In contrast to this terrible and depressing picture, the Fate of those who have absorbed all
this Experience and by investing a large share of common sense when making important decisions,
did managed to cope with the temptation to "solve the problem in one fell swoop," continues in the
entirely opposite way: difficult life situation either soon "dissolves" by itself or, after applying stable
positive motivations to it, consistently and radically changes, revealing a variety of new creative
prospects variants not only in the "personal" Life and in the family, but also in work, in tuition,
in health and in spiritual self-improvement. Subjectively, this is perceived as "the beginning of
brightness in the Life." And the thing is - only the additional life Experience, which, as the miners in
the mine, "are mining" for you by backbreaking very hard work and in the one summed moment of
the decisive choice "re-project" in your Self-Consciousness these of your "personal" Interpretations,
which themselves did not managed to make this choice. So decide at last, - "now" and not then, when
it will be already too late! – with which of these variants of your different-quality "personalities"
are you most willing to self-identify! Take this example as one of your current Motivations that are
helping you always to find ways out and do not lose Hope for the best, even in the most seemingly
"inconsolable" and "hopeless" circumstances of your Life.

15.16866.

People say: change yourself and you will change the World around. You should not take this
too literally, naively believing that a "man", bringing some of his vibrations into this World, thus
alters it. Because actually it is simply impossible to make this or any other World at least a little bit
better, – absolutely Everything in the Universe EXISTS initially and neither to change by at least
one "quant" of its inherent Energy-Information, nor to disappear somewhere simply cannot, wont
be able. This is exactly the same as you cannot change by any of your manipulations an initially
existing "scenario" of any focused by you Worlds. Neither Worlds, nor realities and, especially,
"Continuums" structurally do not change at all!

15.16867.

Instead, quality characteristics of FPV-FDO-dynamics of Formo-Creators of your SelfConsciousness are continuously changing! By changing at least something in yourself at the Levels
of Thoughts, Feelings and Actions, you are making corresponding changes in a frequency and in a
Configuration of Energy-Information interactions of "Fields-Consciousness" (СФУУРММ-Forms),
with which Formo-Creators manipulate rezonationally, what at once re-project them (and "you"!) in a
НУУ-ВВУ-Configuration, which strictly corresponds to just accomplished in the Self-Consciousness
qualitative changes. And this НУУ-ВВУ-Configuration initially structures a Space-Time "geometry"
of some World of the whole, nearest in terms of quality of Synthesis, duvuyllerrt group of Worlds
Formo-systems, part of which "you" – along with all the Formo-Creators of your Self-Consciousness
– are becoming just for one moment.
15.16868.

Whether the focused by "you" Worlds will be better or worse than the one, which "you"
would like to "leave", depends on you, on the quality of your psychical states. Everything is indeed
the case: you do not change the World - you only constantly transform the НУУ-ВВУ-Configurations
of "yourselves", by improving your Representations of reality around and of "yourself." By changing
for the better, "you" are automatically re-focusing into more qualitative Worlds Formo-systems and
into structured by them types of subjective Realities. Why, tell me, do you need a suicide, why
do you need a deliberate "Death", when all the necessary changes in your life are anyway in your
power?! The desire of a "Death" – it is always a sign of a strong realization in the information
Self-Consciousness "space" of СФУУРММ-Forms of СВУУЛЛ-ВВУ-Conglomerates of the lowest
Levels of the two lower ИИССИИДИ-Centers, simulating their inherent conditions of manifestation:
the state of despair, hopelessness, irritability, resentment, hatred, desire of self-destruction to the
realization Form.
15.16869.

It is not the secret that a lot of "people" round us stay in critical for mentality conditions
for a long time, being patients who are seriously ill, who are confined to bed, to wheelchair, who
are, at times, deprived of the body parts, deprived of the most necessary things in point of both
mental state and of conditions of life, forced to be contingent on others entirely or partially, who
constantly feel themselves affronted morally and physically. Therefore sometimes (what must be
confessed!) they have Thoughts to forfeit such Life, naively setting hopes upon the best fate in some,
completely unknown to anyone, "posthumous" existence, – they think, it can’t be worse anyway!
And that is how it all begins. And you will ask what “all"? Yes, steady unconscious refocusings of
Formo-Creators of Self-Consciousness at first in less and less qualitative НУУ-ВВУ-Configurations
of some of “protoformnyh” Directions, structured by "scenarios" which are the most unfavourable
for human development (that is to a limit saturated with serious illnesses and uglinesses, mental
and moral sufferings, pettiness and weak-mindedness), and then – rezonatsionnye “reprojections”
into Proto-Forms themselves as well, with all consequences resulting from this. As the saying goes:
“There was a person - and there is no a person!”
15.16870.

In this whole process there are its own nuances. Let's admit, some f you, having read
«IISSIIDIOLOGY» superficially and hastily, in a state of deep depression (though such and similar
to them states are impossible at all for those ones, who study this Knowledge seriously!), will
try to outwit oneself: “I will be geared up for a better image of myself and will finish with some
“pleasant” suicide this “scenario”, which is not quite what I want, - I will swallow sleeping pills
or drugs, or instant-acting poison...” Thinking that in pleasant states there will be refocusings to
more favorable "scenarios" as well. Well, what can I answer to this? All this is "rubbish" and the
absolute “IISSIIDIOLOGY” profanation! Carefully camouflaged in Self-Consciousness Creative
15.16871.

Activity of Formo-Creators of unsynthesized low-frequency Levels will change absolutely nothing
in an impulsive Cause of your decision itself - active realisation of Synthesis processes of СФУУРММ-Forms of the deepest egoism, not capable to an intensive activity of intensive psychointellectual
and spiritual self-improvement, to a consistently-conscious projection and a patient embodiment
in outer reality of more and more qualitative, beautiful and I would even say - majestic-grandiose
Conceptions of Oneself and of One’s own greatest transforming role in a dynamics of the Macrocosm.
Certainly, any refocusings to more high-quality “development scenarios” will not turn out
in any of suicide cases (whatever with what farfetched-positive or supposedly altruistic Motivations
such a decision would be covered with), because in a Self-Consciousness of a "personality", who can
actually implement such intent, there is insufficiently active Creative Activity of Formo-Creators of the
next two ИИССИИДИ-Centers, which stimulate stable manifestation of powerful СФУУРММ-Forms
of positivism, Altruism, high-spiritual Aspiration in information "space", which are essential for
formation of a necessary “rezonatsionnyy effect” with the most active Self-Consciousness Levels of
more qualitative НУУ-ВВУ-Configurations.

15.16872.

Undoubtedly, I excellently understand many from these unfortunate, often rather educated
and humane "people", at the same time aspiring to their’s own self-improvement and not seeing
any sense in the further “miserable” existence without possibility of normal creative realisation in
the interesting to them Direction of development, that, actually, provokes those constant nervous
tension, irritable-embittered states or depressions, in which they stay. But, nevertheless, I cannot
deceive them into believing that there is at least the smallest hope of possibility of an favorable for
their existence outcome of any suicide: the attitude to consciously commited "Death" act itself is
always motivated by the egoistic attitude to it, that is by the aspiration to make use of the mechanism
of "posthumous" refocusings as of the tool for one’s own qualitative states improvement. But the
fact is that the mechanism of qualitative Self-Consciousness improvement – is absolutely other! The
problem lies in the fact, that in very hard, stressful life circumstances "people’s" desire are, as a rule,
aggressive and extremely focused on a self-survival at any cost, therefore it is simply impossible to
carry out the process of the conscious positive refocusing being in negative states …

15.16873.

When in the beginning of my spiritual Path I learnt to tune in deep Meditation to frequency
of manifestation of various, enough qualitative as it seemed to me at that time, “structures of the
Universe”, it was very often – with all my positive psychic mood – that I could not be manifested in
expected circumstances only because of presence of egoistic aspiration in my Self-Consciousness
“to get exactly there”. And for a long enough period of time I had to be content with the study of less
qualitative “Worlds Formo-system” (and actually that was, undoubtedly, every possible Spheres of
Creativity of ОЛЛАКТ-ДРУОТММ-Systems) than those that I was interested in. It was only later on,
definitely having decided to devote my Life to the patient and understanding Service to the "people",
having started to write books and to investigate other Worlds not "personally" for myself, not to
meet my vital interests, but to tell in these books, what occurs in the «Thin World» in details and as
it is possible more truthfully, I become firmly established in much more qualitative intentions and by
that has strengthen my Self-Consciousness in steady altruistic motivation – “I do it not for myself,
but for increase of qualitative dynamics of Self-Consciousness of millions “people”!

15.16874.

In this way I have gradually learnt always - both in Meditation, and in the my outer reality
- to be the Observer, meticulously and impartially studying Life in its any manifestations, instead of
being the "personality", subjectively interested only in some concrete results of the vital creativity.

15.16875.

And only after that it began to come out for me consciously to refocus "there", "where" my “Close
Attention Focus” was directed the most. But in the beginning, I repeat, even the slightest desire
which could be considered only as a hint of egoism, did not allow me purposefully to refocus again and again I was manifested in less qualitative circumstances, than those ones to which I was
tuned in the Meditation. And It depended not on my desire, but only on a true condition of my
Selt-Consciousness: If at least the slightest, smartly camouflaged egoism sign was shown during a
psychological tuning, all my meditative expectations were in vain.
As it seems to me, I have enough in detail and deeply touched upon issues of deep Meditation
In “IISSIIDIOLOGY Bases”, therefore I will only remind you here, that in Buddhist zazen practice,
with which I began, the Meditation purpose is to achieve a state of "wu wei" ("not-mind"), that
is clearing of "unpacking" dynamics of "personal" Self-Consciousness from powerfully limiting
control of Formo-Creators of low-frequency Levels over this process. It is also possible to achieve
"Not-mind" state by means of contemplation of mandalas, repeatedly reading or singing of mantras,
prayers, psalms. But I has to warn you, that if do not reorient consciously focus dynamics of FormoCreators from Spheres of Creativity of СВУУЛЛ-ВВУ-conglomerates in high-frequency Spheres of
Creativity of СТООЛЛМИИ-СВУУ- and УОЛДМИИ-СЛИИ-Creators after achievement of this state,
then powerful activization of СФУУРММ-Forms of higher Levels of Self-Consciousness will not
be reached. Therefore such meditation will be ineffective: at the best thus it is possible to reach
only short-term subjective experience, which can be conditionally defined as “joyful emptiness” relative lack of involvement of low-frequency Levels Formo-Creators in VEN-unpackings. But it is
not at all that steady state of an urgent need in manifestations of high Altruism and Service, which
arises when even the lowest СФУУРММ-Forms of lluuvvumicheskiy Directions become active in
Self-Consciousness, but only the short-term feeling of a neutrality or positivism towards to any
manifestations of the outer reality.
15.16876.

That is I want to tell you, that during deep Meditations on the conscious manifestations in
НУУ-ВВУ-Configurations of more qualitative "scenarios’" СФУУРММ-Forms it is necessary to try
to tune in a way to provide in Formo-Creators’ “unpacking” dynamics of the Self-Consciousness
a stable state of absolute Altruism, entire Love to Kindness and Goodwill to all Forms of SelfConsciousnesses of World around, in whatever unattractive and deformed Formo-Images they have
been presented in front of your subjective Perceptual system. If you are seriously ill, you should try
as specific as possible to remember and as deeply and stably as possible to attune to those optimistic,
good-natured and kind states which you experienced before the onset of the illness, and which you
already thoroughly managed to forget. Because you know that after the illness has begun, injury or
something else unpleasant has occurred, your Self-Consciousness has been constantly stimulated
only by realization activity of low-frequency Formo-Creators and powerfully suppressed by low
quality, selfish СФУУРММ-Forms which they use.
15.16877.

As a result of this influence the general dynamics of "Creative Activity Focus” of НУУ-ВВУConfigurations focused by you decreased very much and then it is very difficult for you to recall
yourself as sincerely joyful and truly happy. Therefore, even restoring with FPV-FDO-dynamics in
your own “individual ODS” children's or youth’ memories of joy that once were overfilling you
(which are in a greater degree selfish at theirs Core as well), you will not be able to keep from
feeling of powerful envy to “yourselves” – former you, young, healthy and joyful, optimistic and
happy, and this jealous state of "not positive comparison» will surely leave an imprint of egoism
on all dynamics of your Imagination, and hence on all your meditation Aspirations’ quality as well.
15.16878.

For example, in a suicide case "people", being naively deceived by seeming ease and
painlessness of this way, often use soporific. But even in this case also you just will not be able
consciously to stabilize your Self-Consciousness in any of the most qualitative for your “individual
ODS” states. It may seem to you that everything is so simple and reliable - allegedly, someone can take
painkillers and a deadly dose of soporific at the same time, tune to the most pleasant expectations,
fall asleep in good mood, "die" and come to oneself already in a group of much more favorable
"scenarios", "having slipped past" through the whole set of the most adverse conditions during
that time. Then, having faced ones again with certain life difficulties and "unsolvable" problems,
someone can repeat this procedure and "find himself" in the most favorable "scenarios" again. Then
- again, again and thus - endlessly, trying to experience in Life only the most pleasant moments. No,
it is nonsense, which does not happen!
15.16879.

Firstly, all bio-creators of your poisoned organism - according to “nonlethal scenarios” of
this duvuyllerrtnyy group – will begin to struggle strenuously for a survival of this manifestation
Form and will take all measures to reject and to eliminate the poison taken by you: severe vomiting
will start, sharp, just terrible stomach pain, very painful spasms will lead to еру body muscles ache,
as though turning the body inside out. Under the intensive poison influence, when toxins enter the
body, for you it already will be no time to tune and to start representing those positive, happy states
which are necessary for refocusing - it turns out, that at the moment of any "Death", that you have
voluntary chosen, you, anyway, go into a negative states, which do not allow you to have positive
attitude to “yourself”, neither to your body, nor to dynamics of the your outer reality.

15.16880.

Against the background of the unbearable pain and physical suffering which cause the
activity of СФУУРММ-Forms of fear, horror, despair and self-pity in Self-Consciousness, you will
already have no time for things you dreamt about few minutes earlier: you understand, that you will
not be able to tune in a proper way anymore, and, therefore, nothing will turn out for you. But also
it is already impossible to return everything back - your body has started its own processes unknown
and incomprehensible to you. The hopelessness state immediately involuntarily causes self-hatred
for making the hasty decision and, at the same time, a state of unrealized aggression to those ones,
on whom you subjectively blame for the sufferings caused to you. Such states are very dangerous
– they are a reliable way of refocusings to the “development scenarios” of the lowest quality. They
cannot simply give anything except powerful strengthening of your sufferings and except a state of
even greater despair, fatality, and hopelessness.
15.16881.

I give you such a detailed description not only because I want you to understand deeply
and to realize definitively that any kind of suicide – it is knowingly false way to solve any problem
situations. In many "scenarios" in which my manifestation, as the “IISSIIDIOLOGY” Knowledge
source, stops due to the "deadly" refocusings, which have occurred on different reasons on that,
there are often fraudsters amongst you, who, perverting this Knowledge in their favor or absolutely
wrongly interpreting some of my statements, undertake (certainly, not without self-interest!) to
provide allegedly “high-quality posthumous refocusings” for almost all, who are interested in
it, including seriously ill, temporarily despaired, depressively intended or just already rather old
"people".

15.16882.

Therefore I warn you that they are not just deceivers, or those, who “by kindness sincere” wants
to alleviate your suffering, they are reputed criminals, shameless cynics and, actually, cruel murderers,
mercenarily using ignorance of the "people" who stay in hard mental or physical states, or just are not

15.16883.

able to purposeful self-development. The “IISSIIDIOLOGY” knowledge allows you clearly to understand
the fundamental impossibility of deliverance from suffering by means of such destructive methods – this
can be accomplished only by stable high-quality refocusings to "scenarios", where the Reasons for such
life circumstances occurrence are already initially absent. Any of you ALWAYS has this possibility, it
is just necessary to put a deep enough Understanding of a true Essence of the situation and to provide
a high-frequency refocusings dynamics by means of necessary Patience in the addition to your stable
Desire to change the situation! Then everything will succeed necessarily!
Always it is necessary to remember and to understand, that there are absolutely independent
"variants" of you whose existence is simultaneous and of equal value : you living in one groups
of duvuyllerrtnye "Continuums", let's admit, at the age of seventeen years; you living in other
groups at the age of thirty years; you living in variants of "scenarios" before an accident and illness,
either you successfully recovered or completely rebounded off bereavements. All that – are your
potential possibilities in which it is possible consciously to refocus, having applied to this process
not only profound “IISSIIDIOLOGY” knowledge, but having invested in it all best psychomental
achievements of your Self-Consciousness as well! As much as you like, you can refocus inertially
and be manifested in those of your Stereo-Form’s НУУ-ВВУ-Configurations, which we concern
subjectively to a category "the Memory-of-the-World-of-the-Past". But it also demands a certain
psychomental preparation – long, attentive recollection of events occurring once, to analyze yourself
and to experience completely, to endure deeply your own vibrations again. However, it is necessary
to consider that during imagined "viewing" of some positive events you will also be looking back
upon many details, probably very unpleasant for you, which can negatively affect the quality of your
mental states during implementation of conscious refocusings.
15.16884.

A lot of "people" are ready to make the choices in behalf of even not absolutely qualitative
refocusings, but only to continue their Life in a healthy body (though you already know: the more
qualitative is НУУ-ВВУ-Configuration focused by you, the more favorable are conditions for
the formation of the biological health!). There may be a natural question: and who then will be
left to realise himself further in this sick body, in this World? I answer: the same “personality”
Interpretation will remain, if this "transition" occurs not through the act of natural "Death", but
gradually through consecutive modeling in the Conceptions of "oneself" of the СФУУРММ-Form of
continuous normalisation and stabilisation of a state of health. I will remind you, that there are also
such purposeful refocusings, which are implemented at your intense concentration on this process
during the lucid dreaming.
15.16885.

In that case, one, less qualitative part of slloogrentnyy ВВУ-Configurations of Formo-Creators
of your Self-Consciousness, which has not dared at such refocusings, remains further to be focused
on the dynamics of the sick body, and other, more qualitative part of Formo-Creators, which have
decided by any means to achieve the goal, by means of powerful strong-willed effort consequentially
will start more and more “reproject” in the Time Flow and gradually will realize themselves more
and more stably in groups of those "scenarios", in which the "personality", thanks to exclusively
psychical self-cultivation, has recovered and could become happier. It is necessary not to forget, that
each of you always has a possibility to refocus in more qualitative life circumstances, but it is very
difficult and very complicated! First of all, it is necessary to raise one’s own Level of the Creative
Activity to the high positive attitude to everything. And these high-frequency СФУУРММ-Forms it
is very difficult and extremely hard regularly to maintain in one’s own Self-Consciousness, being in
a state of pain, of some humiliation, limitation, dependence.
15.17886.

QUESTION. Recently American psychologists have conducted a research, finding out, what

model of behavior influences social life and health of a "human being" most beneficially. They
have converged on the model following Christ’s Precepts. And nonetheless, a lot of "people"
still does not understand all necessity of a work with their negative reactions and their lowest
manifestations, considering them a norm and justifying them with every possible reasons.
On the other hand, such "people" are fixated on some of their good qualities, for example,
on love to their close relatives, to pets, restricting only to this the sphere of their positivism
manifestation. How is it possible to help these "people", how to give them necessary motivation
for self-cultivation, how to interest them with that unique “IISSIIDIOLOGY” Knowledge?
After all, a lot of “people” do not consider at all that it is necessary to aspire to something and
to change themselves, though periodically Life sets them such Lessons, to which it is simply
impossible not to pay attention. What it is possible to advice on this matter?
- The Self-Consciousness of such "people" is fixated basically on a material aspect of their
existence which is inseparably linked to fear of their own "Death", to fear of the unknown "future",
to fear for their children and relatives, to worries for the house and the property, for accumulated
by the whole generations and "acquired by the breaking labor" wealth etc. And I think that an
aspiration to be altruistic for "personal" Immortality state achievement is the strongest motivation
for such "people", who afraid to die most of all. I do not know another, stronger motivation, besides
the natural tendency of the "personality" to one’s own spirituality deepening, to getting even greater
opportunities for selfless and unselfish service to the "humankind", to mastering of even more
authentic Knowledge of themselves and of the Universe.

15.16887.

But the vast majority of today's "people" do not care about all this, or they are related
to this only to please the generally accepted morality, think of it like of some kind of game they
invented! Those are primitive beliefs of many "people", who are trying as much as possible to flaunt
publicly their religious beliefs, carefully and strictly adhering to the accepted rituals, but absolutely
not caring about their psychospiritual state stability, always ready zealously and without thinking,
frantically and violently to destroy any manifestation of "heresy" and dissent literally with "fire and
sword". A lot of such "people" live only for today, for their own vital interests. They do not care
about the situation and the state of the rest. Even when they do learn the true interrelated structure
of themselves and of the Worlds they live in, they will just realize that they are "mortal" in their
current states.

15.16888.

At each moment, they doom themselves to this continuous and ubiquitous "Death", first
of all, due to their selfish Thoughts, primitive Feelings, limited Conceptions and firm Conviction
that once they will "die". From childhood, they firmly grasped that they will "die" necessarily (and
parents and grandparents and everybody at all once will "die"), because "people" were born to live
and to "die" one day. And nobody even has a concept that each of us lives infinitely! Particularly
prominent and natural clear this truth becomes for everybody at those Levels of Existence, where
you will be able to consciously choose not only your Forms, but the Worlds to live in as well. The
Knowledge of this, indeed, is my main gift to "people", beginning from spiritually aspired once
and ending with ordinary "people", average men, who also do not want to "die", but want to stay
alive, regardless of how this state is reached. All the details of the Knowledge of our "personal" and
absolute immortality minutely are stated by me in fourteen previous "IISSIIDIOLOGY" volumes.
Please, just take it, read, learn, apply – both to your and others advantage!
15.16889.

A thorough understanding of the "personality" Immortality principles is only possible if you
are well and in details informed about the simultaneous Existence of a lot of Interpretations of each of
you as of different-quality realization Forms of Self-Consciousness, that realise themselves in their
own "present", but being in relation to you either in "the past”, or in "the future", simultaneously
with you experiencing themselves both in the Worlds of higher dimensions, and in less qualitative
Formo-systems. Without possessing this, though very difficult Knowledge to understand, only by
hearsay knowing about such a possibility or just superficially having familiarised with the most
simple Conceptions, many of the "people" will publicly express their opposition to the very Principle
of Immortality: "Am I going to live the whole eternity in this perishable body?! No, that kind of life
does not suit me!"

15.16890.

Before to start to understand this many-sided issue in details, any "man" himself must
see and to make sure that the "personality" Immortality offers endless creative opportunities for
individual development in a more qualitative Direction, inexhaustible prospect of gaining more
qualitative skills and joining a huge range of Space Creative activities, about which now he has even
no idea only because he is "tightly" tied with his Self-Consciousness only to his current Form of
manifestation. When this binding will disappear, when the Creative Activity of АРГЛЛААМУНИand ИНГЛИМИЛИССА-ИИССИИДИ “karmic Channels” will stop or considerably be weakened
in the Self-Consciousness, "man" will automatically realize himself on absolutely other Levels of
Self-Consciousness and will understand for what Immortality is need. Although afterwards he will
not be thinking about it, because this state will become a usual part of his Existence, as well as the
light which surrounds us, as the Sun, which has always been, is and will be.

15.17891.

QUESTION. Does the Knowledge of one’s own "personality" Immortality helps to overcome

the fear of the "Death" in any case?

- This is - the complete liberation of all negative СФУУРММ-Forms dictating you the nature
of your behavior, caused by these specific, associated with the fear of "Death", sensations, feelings
and experiences. Deeply understood the Principles of one’s own, real, and not allegorically or
symbolically, immortal Existence, first of all you, organizing your life creativity in a new way, start
to search for the most promising Goals and start to build far-reaching Plans, without being afraid to
get down with the most difficult challenges. Everything, that seemed to you simply unachievable,
too grandiose and impracticable earlier, gets real possibilities to be achieved with the knowledge of
one’s own Immortality. You already do not worry about the fact that you can suddenly "die" without
having finishing the main business of your Life or without reaching the highest Goal you are able to
imagine. Everything that you do and what you face with acquires a much deeper Sense, Grandness
and Magnitude for you, because you start to realize that no matter how far and majestic appearing
before you realization Prospects are, you will still be the active participant of their completion,
because your Existence is longer than any Prospects. It - is eternal!

15.17892.

QUESTION. But we have the fear of "Death" at conscious and unconscious levels. You gave
us the Knowledge, included in the "IISSIIDIOLOGY”, to work at the conscious level. But no

matter how much we may say that there is no "Death", we cannot overcome the unconscious
fear by means of that, can we?

- Because you do not have absolute, deep understanding of this complex Process yet - for
the present you were able to familiarize just superficially with that Knowledge which should become
a basis of all your interpersonal relationships, individual sensual experiences, collective creativity
only in the nearest "future". Without understanding of very important details and particulars, not
realizing the Meaning of what "IISSIIDIOLOGY" is about at the appropriate high-frequency Level,
you continue to cling to what you see in front of you in the mirror – to a "personality", that is
completely "separated" and dissociated in your Perceptual system with billions of other your similar
"personality" Interpretations, each of which is no less real for you than this one, even though you
cannot understand it without opening and activating in your Self-Consciousness of the adaptation
mechanism of rezonatsionnyy "attunement" to the НУУ-ВВУ-Configuration of any of "personality"
Interpretation of your Stereo-Forma. Having got rid of the negative influence of СВУУЛЛ-ВВУconglomerates, you gradually will start to realise yourselves not singularly, but throughout the
infinite multiplicity of your simultaneous "personal" Existence in all "scenarios" structuring each of
“rotational Cycles” of your Stereo-Form. More and deeper making active high-frequency Levels of
your "collective Sub-Сonsciousness", you will be able much more holistically to perceive yourself
in all, nowadays incomprehensible for you, variety of simultaneously manifested НУУ-ВВУ-Forms.

15.16893.

You do not really worry now that every minute of your Life a huge number of old or
deformed cells of your body "die" (simply peel off) and per day you lose billions of your own parts!
It does not disturb you at all, as you are absolutely assured that you get the new ones immediately
instead of these lost cells. When you will know "IISSIIDIOLOGY" deeply, you will understand a
very simple thing: each of your "personalily" Interpretations, allegedly "dying" for others, actually
is “reprojecting” by means of its best part (all life experience) to slloogrentnyy Configuration of
your Self-Consciousness – to you, always living and never suspecting about countless "Deaths",
through which pass, continuously replacing each other in less qualitative "scenarios", other variants
of "you", thereby providing to your Self-Consciousness constant "personal" manifestation in more
and more qualitative "scenarios". Herewith absolutely NOBODY suffers and never "dies", as each
of supposedly “dead you” represents a part of your own Self-Consciousness - you always living.

15.16894.

When the newest "IISSIIDIOLOGY" СФУУРММ-Forms will completely displace from your
Self-Consciousness previous limited and triggering an alarm Conceptions of "Death," as of some
"end" of Life, you will not have any fear of your "future" any more, whatever menacing forms it
take towards you. Having deeply known the Essence of what is happening to you and around you,
you will know better the more qualitative Truth, that will make you free not only from the fear of
the "Death", but also from the fear of any troubles, difficulties, conflicts, which are only necessary
attributes of the invented by you game called "Life", - this Eternal, infinite, with which you do not
get tired of and in fact do not stopping for a moment "Your individual life!"

15.17895.

QUESTION. Whether a stable and steady "Close Attention Focus" shift to more altruistic
Self-Consciousness Levels is the only one mechanism to overcome the unconscious fear of
the "Death"?

Yes! While energy-information interrelations between Formo-Creators of your SelfConsciousness are not synthesized sufficiently by means of high-frequency intuitive (high-sensuous)
СФУУРММ-Forms, for you "IISSIIDIOLOGY" learning will be a process of individual - in a greater
15.16896.

degree intellectual - deepening in the synthesis of a more qualitative Energy-Plasma Levels with a view
to a logical self-persuasion, principled self-affirmation and ever deeper rezonatsionnyy immersion
of Configurations of Formo-Creators of your Self-Consciousness into an universal Configurations
of СФУУРММ-Forms of "personality" Immortality formulated by me and offered to you. During the
present period these Conceptions are the most reliable energy-information basis for the beginning
of the process of the more true Understanding of the relationship between slloogrentnye structures
of Forms of Self-Consciousness of the "humans" and the Principles of the general slloogrentnost of
all other Forms of manifestation of the Macrocosm, for the generation of the intimate Knowledge
of the processes that are organized both in your body and in the World around, of the place and the
meaning of each one of you in the Universe, in the united Cosmic Creation. As a matter of fact, it is
the duvuyllerrtnyy (that is consistently gradual) process of the purposeful and conscious "shift" of
the FPV-FDO-dynamics of the Formo-Creators from the НУУ-ВВУ-Configuration of your "present"
Forms of Self-Consciousness to those countless groups of your Stereo-Types, which do not contain
an Information and СФУУРММ-Forms of a principal possibility of disappearance of anything or
anyone from the slloogrentnyy Flow of the Eternal Existence.
As far as I can feel the states of those НУУ-ВВУ-Interpretations of myself, Formo Creators of
Self-Consciousness of which are actively focused "now" in the creative dynamics of more qualitative
Worlds Formo-Systems, such Conceptions as "Death" (in your "present" understanding) simply
are absent in the "VEN-unpackings," and this means that in the dynamics of СФУУРММ-Forms of
the "individual ODS" (the "memory") of each of Us, manifested in more qualitative "scenarios" of
Our "future", only a more qualitative part of our slloogrentnyy Experience reflects, which is being
formed (restored, reconstructed) "now" in the Configurations of Formo-Creators of your structures
of the Self-Consciousness through the universal Conceptions of the "IISSIIDIOLOGY." "There" all
of you are already well and deeply conscious of that the possibilities for certain "interdimensional"
refocusings, that are subjectively defined by you as "the death of the individuality" "now", are
available in the slloogrentnost of the Space-Time in order that Formo-Creators of each Form of
Self-Consciousness (Sub-Сonsciousness, Supraconsiousness etc.) could rezonatsionno (that is, in
strict accordance with the quality of the synthetic dynamics generated by their Configurations)
instantly to "reproject" from one less qualitative Form to another, more suitable for the realization
of svilgs-sferatsii of interqualitative synthesis by svilgsony (hvasslonami for 3-4-dimension) in an
even deeper Levels of ННААССММ of this Form of manifestation of the Collective Intelligence.
15.16897.

Thats number one. Number two is that thanks to scientific achievements, in a manifestation
of which in the "future scenarios" intensive influence of iissiidiological Conceptions on the results
of the experiments has played a significant role, in the Self-Consciousnesses of our more qualitative
Interpretations already do not exist Conceptions of "old age" or "painful oldness", "infirmities of age",
"severe diseases" (as well as of physical and genetic "ugliness", of the states of morons, mongols,
cretins, imbeciles, oligophrenic persons etc.), which are, along with the complete uncertainty about
the details of the "afterlife" and the horrors of the "eternal sufferings" that are imposed by religions,
the major СФУУРММ-Forms that support your present state of the fear of the inevitably coming
"Death."
15.16898.

All that is absent in more qualitative groups of duvuyllerrtnyy "human Kontinuumy" because
high-creative, positive and altruistic attitude towards yourselve and towards any manifestations of the
surrounding reality do not have primitive egocentrism and pragmatic self-interest so characteristic
of you "today", the realization of which is intensified in the Configurations of the Formo-Creators of

15.16899.

your Self-Consciousness by means of not yet synthesized dynamics of СВУУЛЛ-ВВУ-conglomerates.
Because the critical concentration of rough types of Energy, manifested in the life creative activity
as all kinds - both hidden and obvious – of realizations of egoism, pragmatism, consumership,
snobbery, criticism and many other forms of negative energy-information interactions, is exactly
what is the main cause of all psychophysiological disorders in your body, without mentioning the
pathologies, associated with the gene mutation, such as oncology, viral infections, AIDS, which
generate your fear and uncertainty in the prospects of your "future" existence.
Often - and automatically! – the fear arises in you as well in front of uncontrolled or poorly
controlled by high-frequency Formo-Creators of your Seld-Consciousness physiological (and in
fact - the objective, that is, evolutionary, caused by specific conditions, which are already critical to
implement the anti-tensor svilgs-sferatsiya of khvasslony in the incompletely-synthesized ННААССММ Levels!) need for creative realization through the processes of self-knowledge (Synthesis) of
some of instinctual experiences of rough-sexual activity, through such forms of sex that thousands
of years were strictly prohibited by all religions and social morality, unreservedly were reckoned
in the "completely immoral" and even in principle unacceptable (though they were secretly and
continuously practiced by those ones, who have prohibited it).
15.16900.

CHAPTER XXII

The Worlds of our “Future”. Perspectives of manifestation of the
forthcoming times

IISSIIDIIOLOGY Knowledge allows for plausible and detailed cognition of Life and
“Death” Mysteries, as well as the Principles of “individual” Immortality, so that everyone, wishing
to comprehend it, would begin the cultivation of Energy-Information of the higher Levels of EnergyPlasma within their own Self-Consciousness, sequentially becoming more harmonious and able to
re-focus into the higher-qualitative Realities of their eternal Existence. It has already became possible
due to an introduction in a Collective Self-Consciousness of the “humankind” and dissemination
in the modern society of absolutely new Conceptions of Principles of organization and forming
of not only human, but of all other Forms of Self-Consciousness of the World around, and also
more profound Understanding of the Essence of multidimensional structure of the Existence. The
Knowledge and the religious beliefs, that exist now, have cultivated invariably in Self-Consciousness
of all “humans” only ignorant Conceptions of finiteness of physical existence of any “personality”
and inevitability of “Death” fact for any living being for tens of thousands of years, asserting in SelfConsciousness of the “humans” instinctive and in no way inconsumable fear of the future death and
thereby intensifying in each “personality” egocentric tends to isolation with Everything.

15.17715.

The IISSIIDIOLOGY knowledge lead to consecutive and harmonious Unity of each
“personality” with the world around on basis of state of an Intellect and an Altruism peculiar to all
intelligence Forms of Self-Consciousness, exposing the most thoroughly and deeply analyzing the
fundamental Principles, which provide physical existence infinity of any living being. Profound
understanding of functioning of a very complicated Cosmic Mechanism, which provides realization
of the “personality” Immortality of each “human”, allows us in practice of our own life creativity to
receive evidence permanently that to manifest unconditional Love, Kindness, Altruism and positive
attitude to Everything is always incommensurably “more advantageous”, than to be obsessed with
any egoistic tendencies for long periods.

15.17716.

Why, a reward, which you receive automatically due to being in the altruistic state, is so
great, that it cannot compare with any material, moral, psychical and physical expenses! It is – the

15.17717.

opportunity to self-improve and to raise the quality of one’s own “personal” existence continuously.
And the more you will “loose” of what was of indubitable value for you before acting this way
consciously, the more self-sacrifice you become able to, the more effective process of your Unity
with more and more qualitative and favourable conditions of Existence come to be. But without
the iissiidiologycal Knowledge, which stimulate mighty the developing of highl-feeling Intellect
and raise the consciousness of each “human” when “individual” life creativity realizes, this natural
process is becoming considerably complicated, loses its effectiveness and linger strongly. It is the
same as to make those actions blindly, which need great accuracy, attention and concentration, every your attempt will be followed by countless unconscious and involuntary mistakes, blindly
correction of which will cause new mistakes and blunders. And it goes so – infinitely, exactly what
we observe in striking terms of the whole History of slightly effective development of the “human
societies”, which use fake and ignorant Conceptions of “themselves” and of a Nature of the World
around for thousands of years.
Trying to understand and to apply in one’s own Life the iissiidiologycal – intellectually-altruistic
– principles of thinking and feeling, many among you, have been stumbled on numerous difficulties and
misunderstanding of people around, firstly will want to give this undertaking up, when they understand
that without great psychomental efforts and availability of phenomenal assiduity and patience it is simply
impossible to master these principles. But the more they will try to prove to themselves and to others that,
as if, “it cannot be”, the more they will realize, that in the meantime this Knowledge is really the only
one – the most logical and convincing of all available variants – resolution of the issues of the Sense of
Existing of every “personality” and of the Universe, and of the principles of development of not only the
“humankind”, but also of all other Forms of Self-Consciousness.

15.17718.

All of us are born not for destruction of each other in persistent wars and conflicts, not
for squabbles and quarrels, violence and humiliation, and not only for survival and reproduction
of similar to us, but for the development of the strong creative Potential on the basis of Altruism
and Intellect, which revive in our Self-Consciousness creative harmony and spiritual Unity with
all Existing. If we will not become more altruistic and intellectual, full of love and educated, if
we will not finally start to seek to help each other actively, but will continue to live apart and
without benefit for all other “humans”, then our Self-Consciousness is not able to manifest oneself
in the World around by way of Forms, which structure more qualitative Continuums, because our
Thoughts and Feelings, our scanty Conceptions of ourselves will continue to enter into a powerful
energy-information dissonance with Configurations of these Forms, thanks to which we ourselves
continually create around us unfavourable, conflict and destructive circumstances. The conception
of that it is possible to live for thousand years without changing qualitatively for the better and
without perfecting oneself is absolutely ridiculous by itself, unnatural and absurd.

15.17719.

In the Worlds of New Spirituality and New Science, which will have adopted and
successfully put into Life the iissiidiologycal Conceptions of the Universe structure, such gloomy
and all-deterrent notion, as “Death”, and following this Illusion “dying” process will stop to exist
at all as the attributes of life routine just in one-two generations. It will happen not only due to
newest science advancement, but also by virtue of that a completely new type of Forms of the
highly developed human Self-Consciousness, fully got rid of ignorant “Death” СФУУРММ-Forms
and egocentrism, will confidently appear in the sphere of a high-qualitative planetary Creativity –
the Creativity of the humans, who are aware of their “personal” Immortality and skillfully make use
of it for common good gaining, – during the nearest thirty years.

15.17720.

Very soon, when to detailed development and researches of different directions of
iissiidiologycal Knowledge will actively join best minds of our planet and specialists of many fields
of science, discoveries in a sphere of quantum research and nanotechnologies will start to manifest
in the World around abundant, making our and your Life not only more comfortable, productive and
soulfully, but also and much more long, painless, smooth. Very widely “Humankind” will start to
use various scientifically technologies, engineered for nanolevels of physiological activity of our
organisms. With their help people will get the possibility to start gradually, by getting involved in
frontier resopasons of three-four-dimensional physical Worlds deeper and deeper, penetrate with
one’s own Self-Consciousness into slloogrent dynamics of Forms of 4-5-dimentional Continuums.

15.17721.

Nano- and holographic technologies, basing on iissiidiological Conceptions of rotationness
and duvuyllerrtness, will bring to your Self-Consciousness not only a certain understanding of
possibilities of practical realization of a Principle of “personal” Immortality (when in one’s own
way it will be possible not surgically, but on a genome level easily to alter features and age of
one’s own physical body), but also effective solutions of long-time “human” dreams of levitation,
teleportation, telekinesis, and telepathy. Even for children it will be understandable that conscious
translation of “quants” of Thoughts and Feelings at any distance from one man to other is not
only possible, but also natural, because this particularity of Energy-Plazma is initially included
in properties of highly developed Forms of Self-Consciousness. Firstly these possibilities will be
implemented technically, by means of different devices and accessories, for your Self-Concsiousness
to become firmly convinced of reality of realization of such manipulations, but little by little and
duvuyllerrtly you will refocus in that groups of Continuums, where these abilities naturally come
out in yourselves, what will completely reformat all your Self-Consciousness and became an active
creative part of all social and cultural structure of “future” human community, your real Experience
of existing in subsequent tens of years.

15.17722.

And for now all “humans” are afraid of “Death”, to the last man! Especially those ones are
afraid of it, who did not reach anything in their Life, was not of essential use to anyone, but was only
a hard burden and parasitized on a society body. They are as tenacious of their worthless Life, as a
drowning man is ready to hold even a straw. They do not want to lose it in spite of it is, on the whole,
useless and do not bring joy to anyone, even to themselves. And all this fear is so tenacious of life
only because no one knows what will be “there”, behind a “Death’s door”. This uncertainty scares
and horrifies, depresses and paralyses, forcing to cling to life at any price, to postpone its “inevitable
end” for as long period as possible.

15.17723.

And here comes a Knowledge, in which quite clear, well-founded and reasonable is being
approved, that exists a possibility to live forever, that Immortality – is a destiny for every one of
you, it is just need to become aware of it, to understand and deeply assert oneself in completely
new for you Conceptions. Only became conscious of yourself as of real human (without quotation
marks) and brought one’s own Self-Consciousness in qualitative correspondence with all features,
characteristic for all people and described in detail in IISSIIDIOLOGY, once you will be able to get
automatically all you now strive for, and also an opportunity to realize oneself in much more perfect
and harmony human Worlds. Any extraordinary abilities you always acquire automatically, at the
expense of more qualitative refocusings. By becoming more perfect, more intellectual and more
altruistic, sequentially you just become who you already are in more favorable variants of your
“individual future”.

15.17724.

Some ask: “And why we still do not know how to fly?”. Firstly, because under the
circumstances of such a high level of potential injuriousness of selfish mind, which is typical of
most “current people” and is able to manifest only through cunning, meanness, greediness, cynicism,
hatred, possession of such responsible abilities would considerably intensify an influence of such
destructive factors on effectiveness of development of imperfect “human” civilizations! Secondly,
far not all representatives of highly developed human civilizations possess this opportunity (exactly
to fly, and not to levitate or to make “salutatory” movements), which just is an evidence of raising
of Creative Activity in “unpacking” dynamics of Self-Consciousness of high-qualitative FormCreators of definite Aspects of Quality ALL-Unity. By the way, much more convenient and effective
is a possibility to teleportation, when it is possible practically instantaneously to “self-project” to not
only any spot of Earth, but also to other Planetary, Stellar systems.
15.17725.

At first became more human, more intellectual, more love-abundant, - then you will be able to
fly, and to teleport oneself, and mental-sensationally to communicate with each other distantly, and to
“see” through any distance, and many-many other things. Because all of you are endowed with these
universal possibilities initially! In turn, it is possible to become Humans only when you get rid of present
powerful СВУУЛЛ-ВВУ-dependence, which, being a source of all your destructiveness, makes your life
creative work destroying and entirely unpredictable (although anti-creative types of “human” civilizations
like this are also need for maintenance of slloogrent condition of universal balance).

15.17726.

But really to become Humans, you have to go through long period of “child-youth” states of
absence of necessary synthetic Experience and, acquiring it through difficulties and complications of
low-qualitative choices, to become so spiritually mature, that to sacrifice one’s own animal instincts
easily and joyfully. Moreover not only by “muting” or somehow “suppressing” them in oneself, but
by feeling them deeply and by experiencing them in full, deeply to realize that it is already do not
need and is absolutely not interesting for you. The longer and more often through your choices will
be able to realize high-frequency СФУУРММ-Forms of Planetary Altruism (2-3-d synthetic Levels
АИГЛЛИЛЛИАА-ОРЛААКТОР), devoid of tough egoistic selectivity of national and state Ideas, the
more will appear opportunities for you not only for purposive and conscious refocusings in more
and more qualitative НУУ-ВВУ-Configurations, but also for more effective changes of supplement
spheres of your individual creative work.
15.17727.

Any intellectually developed “human” will be able to understand, that all, what is stated in
the IISSIIDIOLOGY in details, simply and easily lie on not only one’s scale of intuitive Perception,
but also on logically-analytical potential of advanced mind. By profound mastering this Universal
Knowledge all structure of Creation performs as United Picture and everything, that seemed to be
so separate and contradictory before, rank one’s own logical seat in this harmonious system. All
evolutional Principles as a matter of fact add up to one: by seeking for self-perfection, it is need
to put all efforts to make every next moment of experienced by you states at least just a little bit
better than a previous one. Once you will stop to put former efforts, because these positive states
will already be natural and easy part of yourselves, transformed in tendency and principles of your
existence. Then return to less qualitative choices will be just impossible! That will be an indicator of
that you sequentially lose your own psycho-mental animal character and become Humans, entirely
getting rid of impulsive animal reactions.

15.17728.

The most important in studying of the IISSIIDIOLOGIE – is to start as fully as possible to
live in a world of this Knowledge without waiting for a completion of this process (which will never

15.17729.

come), thinking through, doubting, asking oneself and bravely checking up answers on a practice of
“interpersonal” relations. Thereby you will not only increase effectiveness of a process of one’s own
self-perfection, but also will be actively further evaluating of “humankind” surrounding you (only
at the expense of refocusings in more qualitative Continuums). And for realization of this it is need
to be able to sacrifice selfishness, that is to get rid easily of a lot of that, without what your present
Life, as you believe, would devoid of sense.
It is important to understand, that this Knowledge – is a main composing component of
“medication” of “Death” fear. In order for “humans”, 80-90 years old at present, to refocus in those
Continuums, where they with help of directed genetic modifications and nanotechnologies will be
able to become 30-40 years younger physiologically in 3 years, it is necessary just to become kinder,
more altruistic, more intellectual, by self-perfecting one’s own Self-Consciousness persistently and
surely by means of iissiidiological СФУУРММ-Forms. Why, more qualitative of their “personal”
interpretations, who managed to refuse selfishness and material bindings, have had already made
it! Besides they did not just “throw off” redundant tens of years, acquiring former vivacity, health
and youth, but saved their own entire life Experience and their own possibilities, except maybe only
superfluous sexuality, which much less is characteristic of people of “future” favourable Worlds.
15.17730.

At present individual refocusings to more high Levels of creative manifestation of Collective
Self-Consciousness of “humankind” are being implemented only through iissiidiologycal СФУУРММ-Forms, structured with “flyuaazans”, “flyuotons” and “kluazans”, and also with “newmons”
and “viewlons”. All other Levels and types of materiality, structured with low-frequency ВВУConfigurations of selfish Aspects, are destructive towards to Forms of Self-Consciousness of
“future” favourable Continuums and therefore demand from all “humans”, who consciously
strive for harmony self-perfection, a radical revision of their own former limited Conceptions and
speedy rethinking of one’s own “present” narrow subjective views and selfish relations. For now
only in systems of education, accepted in contemporary Ayfaars, has an opportunity to arise and to
self-perfect absolutely new type of “future” human society, which life creative work is based on
Principles of uoldmiizm and stoollmiizm. At the expense of attraction of enormous financial means
and of participation of hundreds of thousands intellects of genius in “future” Ayfaars will locally
Embody all newest technologies, means of communication, will be working through absolutely
new interconnections in economics and production, in education and enlightenment, in culture and
philosophy, in science and spirituality.
15.17731.

Most developed, intellectual and high-feeling humans will arrive in Ayfaars not only to
obtain a new Knowledge, but also, by perfecting intellectually and being inspired by supreme
Altruism, to bring this Knowledge further – to their own peoples and in their own countries.
Probably, that is why precisely “indigo” children, initially gifted with immensely high extrasensory
and intuitive possibilities, which stimulate in them an ineradicable Aspiration to highly-spiritual
creative realizations, will irrepressibly gravitate to Ayfaars, which will start to be organized in the
nearest years throughout the Planet, like mushrooms after summer rain. Only they - highly gifted
and spiritually aspired representatives of new human Race, able intuitively and easily to separate
Truth from lie, - immediately will be able to evaluate the greatest evolutional significance of the new
Knowledge and quickly fill free information resource with it: Internet, media, literature, production
of videoland and movie industry.

15.17732.

But the most interesting is that many of children of nowadays billionaires, millionaires
(who are called «golden youth») also belong to «indigo» human Race. Had received in use such
a deep and versatile Knowledge, they, being inspired with it, will be able to change fast their own
egoistic views to the opposite, had understood and become aware of that, how to dispose to the best
advantage for all “humans” of that huge reaches, which have accumulated their beyond measure
greedy ancestry. And, as you already know, the most effective way of financial means investment
– is to use them for the fastest manifestation in reality of the most highly human and spiritually
perspective Idea of modern times – organization of Life of completely new human community on the
basis of building of many «Cities of Light and Knowledge» («future» Ayfaars), which high-altruistic
models of individual self-perfection and rich experience of «interpersonal», social, production and
other interrelations will became basic for use and their fast dissemination on all continents.

15.17733.

At the same time in all spheres of political, economic, financial, cultural, scientific and
religious Life, to replace present, aggressive-conservatively aimed figures of outgoing age of world
stagnation, will headlong flow in young «indigo» stream of entirely in a new way – altruisticintellectually - thinking politicians and administrators, state and religious figures, scientists and
businessmen, whose Self-Consciousnesses are not infected with egoistic СФУУРММ-Forms of
corruption and money grubbing, cynical enrichment and unscrupulousness, capturing and aggression,
terror and discrimination, and also religious fanaticism, conservatism and dogmatism. Precisely
they –20-30 years old representatives of «future « human Race, rezonationally «reprojected» by
their own Self-Consciousnesses in «present» Continuums from a lot of more developed variants of
human civilizations, - at an early date will become the most active reformers and builders, spiritual
inspirers and organizers of human community of absolutely new type.

15.17734.

What kind of system will it be? I would provisionally determine it as scientifically-spiritual,
that is formed on the basis of inseparable interaction of rational merits of high intellect and altruistic
potential of high spirituality, form joint realization of which grows all industrially-social economics,
and morally-ethical society principles, and totally new form of united world statehood. I would say
only one thing: none of existing progressive (democratic) systems of state-political and sociallyeconomic view is not presented in «future» world system in its «present» state. While all manner
of chauvinistic, nationalistic, extremist, racist and other movements and parties presence is out of
the question, because realization of society in their characteristic СФУУРММ--Forms would become
not interesting to anybody. As that everything what, by the way, is now united by us in a concept
«politics», in reality is the embodied of all the most mean Conceptions of socio-economic and
intergovernmental relations.
15.17735.

It is interesting, that «current» parents can be totally far from strivings for intellectual and
spiritual development, while children with heightened spiritual, psychical and intellectual talents
might be born to them. Scientists had already noticed a long time ago, that now on Earth incarnate
absolutely new, special generation of «human» Forms of Self-Consciousnesses, who has in a
greater degree, than their parents, definite directivity of development. That is in multipolarizаtional
focus dynamics of their Self-Consciousnesses in these groups of Continuums the most activated is
that «sector», which allows them not to react to opportunities of less qualitative realizations, but
intuitively refocus just in those peri-lluuvvumic Directions, which allow them to implement in a
best way evolutional Objectives and Goals, which are set not only for them, but for whole Streams
of Forms of Self-Consciousnesses, specialized just in implementation of lluuvvumic Scheme of
interqualitative Synthesis.

15.17736.

“Present-day” children are to a much greater extent adapted to search, processing and
mastering of voluminous flows of all kinds of Energy-Information, which they intuitively filter
off and fix as Experience, which will be needed for them in “future” for finding decisions to their
own evolutional Objectives. What “imbibe” and then consciously apply in life creative work
today’s three-, four- and five years old children, adult «human» of the beginning of last century
would not be able neither to understand, nor to implement. It is already became obvious, that to
replace «present » generation wholesale comes generation with completely new potential creative
inclinations, possibilities and realization abilities, which literally from childhood starts very actively
to fill Continuums with universal Conceptions, easily bridging a reliable gaps from quite primitive
and imperfect «present» to more favourable and harmonious variants of our «future». These are –
Forms of Self-Consciousness, neatly oriented to increasing of Level of Collective «humankind»
Consciousness and to radical intensification of high-frequency dynamics in all spheres of life
creative work. Each of them starts to display one’s own abilities strictly in accordance with that
hvasslonic program, which will allow the new generation in these groups of Continuums to help the
rest of «humans» quickly to implement Goal set before them – to refocus in more qualitative Forms
of Self-Consciousnesses.

15.17737.

“Indigo” youth, not looking back, at the «past», and already having intuitive Experience of
all ever implemented by us trials and errors, will resolutely introduce and bravely realize in practice
in all creative spheres of socio-state activity totally new Conceptions of more true Forms, Sense
and Essence of human Existence. In search of more authentic and wise answers to most urgent Life
questions, they will easily and quickly come to understanding of immeasurably value and vitality of
Universal Conceptions of iissiidiological Knowledge for further human development, which high
Principles will underline «World Charter» and «United Constitution of human Races», declaring
absolutely new principles of new intergovernmental system.

15.17738.

It is need to be told, that we live on the eve of quite short by time and powerful by its
intensity period of greatest changes in quantitative and qualitative structure of the whole earthly
population. Innumerable quantity of all kinds of prophecies exist, belonging to representatives of
different historical ages, which point out a particular state of that time period, in which we are
subjectively aware of ourselves «now». Such periods have been before as well, but due to a strong
inertance both of focus dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses and rotationally organized by it SpaceTime, similar transitional stages dragged on for long decades or even for centuries. «Present» time
– it’s a different kettle of fish, indeed! Due to swift increase of quality of thinking and feeling, a
process of individual refocusings into different-qualitative groups of Continuums also became to
speed up in proportion, what is reflected subjectively in Self-Consciousnesses of «people» as a
sequence of sharp qualitative changes, happening both in «personal» Life of everyone and in states
of the whole «human» community. Implementation of that, for what before decades was needed,
now take only two-three years, radically changing literally before our eyes.

15.17739.

One thing is doubtless: general part of intellectual and altruistic «humans», who in a greater
degree are being aware of themselves not as of exploitative ballast, but like a creativity-originative
part of the society, rapidly increased in last decades. But nevertheless, part of those, who just is
thinking primitively and of those, who is thinking intellectually, but egoistically, as yet considerably
predominates in focus dynamics of Collective Self-Consciousness of «humankind». These differentqualitative types of Creative Activity, forming resultant Vector of common focus dynamics of the
whole “present-day humankind”, now are at a ratio of one to three. It explains that high degree of

15.17740.

being psycho-mentally out-of-balance in now focused by you groups of Continuums, which induces
definite Planetary Mechanisms of Form-Creators, destined to maintain universal balance between
different-qualitatively interacting Forms of Self-Consciousnesses, to proceed to implementation of
typical of them correctively-adjusting functions.
And it is absolutely true, because none of «future» global high-qualitative transformations
of degree increase of your self-consciousness and spirituality would be simply impossible to carry
out with such mixed and different-qualitative in one’s own evolutional development structure
of «present-day human» society. The essence of these changes adds up to that Form of SelfConsciousnesses, which serve as evident bearers of destructive types of low-frequency energyinformation interrelations, principally not ready to adequate perception of new highly-intellectual
and altruistic Ideas, which are a basis of all human interrelations in «future» favourable (in a greater
degree corresponding to features of lluuvvumic Direction) groups of Continuums.

15.17741.

But at the same time, professed by them egoism is a normal and necessary condition for
Synthesis of different-qualitative Experience in less harmonious Continuums of our simultaneous
Existence. That is why in such cases most of egoistically aiming and primitively thinking «humans»
start to refocus in great numbers to less qualitative, but in a greater degree resonating with their
Conceptions, groups of Continuums, while the most qualitative part of the «humankind» starts
to refocus in great numbers to more favourable development scenarios, carrying the most ready
«humans» from the «middle» part away by spiritual Ideas, that is already intellectually developed,
but as yet moderately egoistic, and also more altruistic, but as yet insufficiently intellectual. Being
manifested in a more qualitative environment, they will quite fast synthesize in their own SelfConsciousnesses СФУУРММ-Forms of more developed people, becoming the same active participants
of highly creative evolutional transformations in human society.

15.17742.

But the least self-conscious part of «humans», refocusing to less favourable for existence
groups of Continuums, also involves in dynamics typical of them egoistic Interests (by means of
strong «interpersonal» and creative linkages) of those, who is already intellectually developed,
but has in the meantime in no way insuperable needs (strong interests) for all possible types of
material realizations. Focus dynamics of Form-Creators of Self-Consciousnesses of this small part
of «humankind» for more primitive majority acts as an incessant egllerolift Impulses generator,
permanently orienting and psycho-mentally stimulating life creative work of the most egocentric
«humans» to more qualitative displays. Thus, one part of the most mass «middle» will partially
refocus to less qualitative scenarios, which structure more favourable Continuums, and other part
will refocus to more qualitative scenarios of less favourable Continuums. Exactly that are directions
of this basic Vectors in which «now» a process of totally-individual multipolarization of Focuses of
Self-Consciousnesses is implemented through slloogrent areas of appropriate groups of Continuums.

15.17743.

To each inertial development stage of either «human» civilizations particular mechanisms
of qualitative balancing of destructive dynamics amongst mightily dissonational Forms of Self-Consciousnesses are inherent, which automatically regulate processes of their refocusings to most appropriate groups of Continuums. To such «mechanisms», besides large catastrophes and convulsions
of nature, in particular, belong:

15.17744.

•• various forms of sharp increase of radiation intensity of some general-spectrum region of
solar activity;

•• inversion-ray sphenomenons, leading to sharp increase of concentration of high-frequency
kinds of Energy-Information in inertial dynamics of «near-earth» Space-Time, what mightily
intensify interqualitative Synthesis processes and leads to mass “posthumous” refocusings of
all biological Forms of Self-Consciousnesses to more adequate to them groups of Continuums;
•• powerful magnetic fluctuations, in huge degree influencing on not only rise of cardiovascular
and other diseases, but also on sharp increase of frequency of various technogenic catastrophes
– at enterprises, transport, in resource extractive industry and so on;
•• global climatic and ecological changes, that are contribute to all kinds of mutations in our
biological organisms, which either increase, or considerably lower adaptive abilities of the
НУУ-ВВУ-Forms focused by Us;
•• multiple mutations of «lethal» viruses and bacteriums, in a greater degree hitting lowfrequency Forms of Self-Consciousness and do not causing special harm to more developed
«humans».
Owing to heightened actuality for all of us – in current development period – of exactly the
last paragraph, I consider it necessary to remind you, that «human» organism represents not only an
aggregate of several trillions of his own «human» cells, but also and more than 100 trillions of (!)
bacterial, virus and fungous Forms of Self-Consciousnesses. As you see, in this Life bioconglomerate
bio-Creators of «human» genome are not at all dominating, because by general quantity of all possible
DNA-structures in our bodies in the lead are exactly bio-Creators of non-human (protoform) cells,
in plenty injected into our organisms. That is what diffusgentance of Forms of Self-Consciousnesses
is all evolutionalIly? about, what allows Form-Creators of every Proto-Form to form necessary
synthetic basis of energy-information interrelations with other protoform Form-Creators so that to
«be reprojected» to even more universal Forms, which are inherent in their Collective Intelligences.
I has already repeated more than ones, that currently focused by You biological analogy of НУУВВУ-Form-Types are not Human, but represent temporary, transitional Form of Self-Consciousness,
which allow in right degree to synthesize (accumulate) that protoform Existence Experience, which
is so essential for all of Us, as «future» Humans.
15.17745.

From the position of your inertial-subjective perception, bacterial, virus and fungous bioCreators already safely inhabit the Planet in different qualitative states about five billions years, that
is they began to manifest actively in different groups of Continuums long before the time, when
by Form-Creators of more qualitative Levels of Energy-Plasma was organized and manifested all
innumerable set of other biological Forms of Self-Consciousnesses both animals and plants. BioCreators of above mentioned microorganisms became peculiar «pioneers» in the most sophisticated
processes of synthetic diffusgent forming of genetic fundamentals of each of this biological Forms
and, after they have started active symbiotic and genetic interrelations with bio-Creators of new
organisms, actively promoted inertial process of forming and manifestation in all without exception
groups of Continuums of 3-4-dimensional diapason more and more qualitative analogs of biological
Form-Types of each of Proto-Forms.

15.17746.

It was they who introduced all now existing life support mechanisms, common for the
majority of carbonic Forms of Self-Consciousnesses: principles of breathing and photosynthesis,
assimilation and disassimilation, enzyme catalysis (powerful intensification of biochemical reaction)

15.17747.

and methods of nitrogen fixation and so on. Absolutely all biological Forms of the reality around,
as well as we, literally are immersed in all-planetary network of their specific creative dynamics
and in a great degree consist of themselves and of products of their life activity. For example, in our
intestines owing to life activity of many specimens of bacteriums are being formed very useful and
extremely necessary for our organism substances – lactic and succinic acids, various amino acids,
vitamins K, B12, B3 and many other.
Form-Creators of their high-organized types of Collective Intelligences fully control and
direct activity of their own bio-Creators in each of narrow-frequency resopasons of their manifestation
in biological Forms. Owing to ability to exchange genes not only among themselves, but also with
bio-Creators of other Proto-Forms, the entire empirical Experience of bio-Creators existence of one
kind of microorganisms (of the same species) quickly become a property of all other (for example,
due to presence in genomes of so-called «jumping» genes – transposon, among which there is also
an antibiotic resistance gene). Owing to that known to scientists for a long time before and being
regarded as absolutely safe for us bacteriums under certain circumstances begin sharp to mutate,
acquiring qualitative new for them characteristics, which makes them dangerous for «human» (for
example, modernized in last years and spreading all over the world E.Coli bacillus).

15.17748.

Besides that thousands of genic bio-Creators represent in our organism various specific
functions, typical of protoform Form-Creators (of both animals and plants), functional activity
of even more than 300 genes (bio-Creators) of human organism is directly interrelated with bioCreators of protoform Directions of viruses and bacteriums. Degree of their activity in organism
is being determined by vibrations frequency of СФУУРММ -Forms, being rezonationally attracted
by them from these or those Directions. Therefore, as soon as «unpackings» quality of your SelfConsciousness lower in it’s frequency to definite conditions of stable manifestation, then viruses,
fungi or bacteriums, adequate to this conditions, start to become activated and to be reproduced
as if in human organism itself, causing these or those symptoms, syndromes and diseases, which,
in turn, by entering into rezonation-dissonational interrelation with narrowly-specific dynamics of
bio-Creators of other Directions and by initiating in Self-Consciousness definite background svilgsspherations, easily can lead to realization of interqualitative Synthesis in this frequency resopason,
that is, to tragically perceived by everybody who are around fact of “personality Death”.
15.17749.

There is great number of objective reasons for unexpectedly rapid «unpacking» in your
nearest «future» various «pandemic» scenarios. One of the most alarming and dangerous symptoms,
indicating a strong destructive disbalance of focus dynamics of contemporary «human» society,
demanding immediately interference of above-mentioned corrective Planetary Mechanisms, is an
unbalancing of Earth biosphere because of careless (or rather - insane) destruction by «humans» of
main existence principles of natural ecosystems. As a result of this in the recent years mutations of
disease-producing bacteriums and viruses became more frequent extremely sharp, calling pandemics
of not only already known “death” diseases (typhus, tuberculosis, plague, anthrax, lupus and other),
but also of unknown before infectious diseases (AIDS, hepatitis-С, «bird» and «swine» flu, «mad
cow disease» and so on), which appear and large-scale spread with historically unprecedented speed.
In addition, in spite of difference in genomes, more and more diseases appear, peculiar to both
«humans» and other Proto-Forms.

15.17750.

One more reason for «pandemic» scenarios development – a sharp climatic conditions
change, that promotes not only more and more sophisticated «modernization» of old viruses,

15.17751.

bacteriums and appearance of extensive areas of their new types, but also increases probability of
repeated appearance in our Life the most dangerous of already, it would seem, definitively «beaten»
before types of «deadly» diseases. Similar might happen as a result of occurring everywhere bringing
back into service of anthrax burial grounds for animal refuse in the Arctic and tundra, during
archaeological excavation of forgotten «humans» and animal burials in Europe, Africa, America
and Asia, dead of epidemics of smallpox, plague, cholera, murrain and so on in different historical
epochs. Mass emergence of «deadly» niduses of infections is quite possible simultaneously on
different continents.
For example, only on Russia territory it is officially registered more than 120 thousands of
anthrax burial grounds for animal refuse, but not less quantity of spontaneous burials are not fixed
anywhere and do not have exact address. The same regrettable situation is with probable niduses
of bacterial-virus infection is now observed in many other countries. In particular, Russia and USA
are now unique countries, where smallpox is being stored and is cultivating in research centers
as a potential biological weapon up to now. All this – is like planetary delayed-action bomb, for
activation of which some critical limit of destructive state of «humankind» Collective Consciousness
is a detonator, - after it’s achievement starts the Planetary Mechanism of world population size
regulation owing to mass «humans» refocusings into rezonationally more adequate to them groups
of Continuums.

15.17752.

Besides that, it is also shouldn’t be forgotten, that sexual “humans” activity with every year
will start to decrease inexorably, what will very fast lead to sharp reduction of birth rate (instability of
economic, political and sociological situations, accompanying «current» crisis, will also extremely
influence this process), while a percentage of ones who are «dying» at advanced age (that is the most
conservatively aiming population part, whose Self-Consciousnesses are simply not able to apprehend
and master radically new high-frequency Ideas), on the contrary, will increase very much by virtue of
powerful disbalance of eco-climatic factors. This only circumstance will face «humankind» the fact
of global and insoluble (under circumstances of collapse and total incapacity of «present» system
of socio-economic and intergovernmental relations) demographic «catastrophe». Increase in world
population will not only stop, but also will swift slow down, forcing governments of all developed
countries actively consolidate themselves to search effective solution to this problem.

15.17753.

In different development scenarios of common focus dynamics of Collective Consciousness
of «humankind», at the expense of powerful activation of one or several of these factors, in the nearest
decades qualitative and quantitative world population state will go through very intense changes: in
more favourable development scenarios it will decrease by two thirds, become much more qualitative,
while in less favourable – it will also intense decrease, but relations between «humans» will become
even more egoistic and destructive. There are, of course, a lot of other – not so extreme, more
«averaged» - further development variants, but all of them, in due course, will also lead to essential
necessity of the same radical qualitative differentiation. The difference between them is only in
time. This Information is not a some kind of another «horror story» about inevitability of sufferance
of some not very pleasant changes in existence by all of us, but it serves as a not relevant reminder
to you of regularity and naturalness of Reasons of any qualitative transformations, simultaneously
happening in your subjective psycho-mental dynamics and in objective reality surrounding you.

15.17754.

Each of you as yet has a real chance and time so that deeply, responsibly and seriously
to think about to which of possible groups of Continuums to «project» focus dynamics of your

15.17755.

own individual refocusings, but these decompositionally-egllerolift cosmic processes are already
becoming even more appreciable part of our everyday Life (in fact they never stop, while just change
intensity and order of their own manifestations!), automatically correcting multipolarizаtional
refocusing process of every “personality” to spheres of rezonationally most adequate to it creative
manifestations. In your place I would not once again postpone “for later” the solution to this, the
most important for all your «future» Existence, question.
Because the Truth of our further Existence is that in lluuvvumic development Direction of
Collective Consciousness of the «humankind» the most favourable “future” variants are reached,
mainly, at the expense of making of hundreds of thousands of highly-organized Ayfaars all over the
world – industrially-ecological, culturally-educational and spiritually transformative socio-scientific
centers – «Cities of Light and Knowledge», in which absolutely all relations between inhabitants are
organized only by principles of ayfaar Way of Life, that is on the high-intellectual and high-feeling
altruistic basis of iissiidiological Knowledge, organically and deeply interlacing with New science,
art and culture.

15.17756.

Already now the process of global climate changes which started to develop in leaps and
bounds all over the Earth, considerably intensified with critical ecological situation, will cause
«posthumous» refocusings of enormous quantity of unprepared Forms of Self-Consciousnesses,
which Focus dynamics qualitatively decreased to the extreme low limits of egoistic manifestation and
almost animal, impulsively-unconscious existence. The same is true for animal and vegetable Forms
of Self-Consciousness now surrounding us, or rather, for representatives of the most aggressive and
bloodthirsty of known to us kinds of Proto-Forms. Because of climate warming, glaciers breakup
and disorder of movement disturbance of Gulf Stream current will happen serious planetary changes
not only in climate and in inhabitation areas of animals but also in species composition of flora and
fauna surrounding us.

15.17757.

So, for example, in several tens of years the great mass of such bloodthirsty wild animals, as
tigers, lions, cheetahs, lynxes, pumas, leopards, crocodiles, boas, wild boars, bears, wolves, foxes,
and also all varieties of predatory birds, insects, fish and plants (and similar to them by degree
of their aggressiveness) will just in great numbers die out by different to this objective reasons.
But not completely! To the change of existing Proto-Forms in same flora and fauna species, will
appear other, only reminiscent of nowadays ones, peaceful and more intelligent species, which
Forms of Self-Consciousnesses are already synthesized in more qualitative Levels of duvuyllerrtdiffusgent resopasons, frontier with correspond Directions of protoform development of «human»
НУУ-ВВУ-Form-Types. Form-Creators of Self-Consciousnesses of new kinds are to a much greater
extent, than of «nowadays» Proto-Forms, adapted to DRF-dynamics of high-frequency «human»
СФУУРММ-Forms, that is why they better understand «future humans», devoid of aggression and
bloodthirstiness, are able to reciprocate their peaceful intentions.
15.17758.

I also must to note that in more qualitative dynamics of favourable variants of our «future»
development «Death» fear and now so frightening for all of you conception of inevitability of
«oncoming old age» very soon will completely disappear from everyday Life, and between humans,
guided by iissiidiological Conceptions, will be established only tolerant-confidential and highlyspiritual relations. And already not sex and egoistic «personal» affection at all will play a prior
part in them, but a degree of harmonicity and individual creative compatibility, following by in
no way inconsumable and huge altruistic desire to realize oneself creatively in something truly
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important, global and useful for everybody. One’s own interests – receiving fundamental support of
IISSIIDIOLOGY Knowledge and consolidated on its basis most important branches of science – in
natural way will be transformed into only one devout Wish – to have opportunity consciously and
devotedly to Serve an Idea of human civilizations perfection.
That is the prime reason, due to this ineradicable and unquenchable Desire – to Serve you
with all one’s strength and possibilities – I subjectively manifest as focused by Me Forms of SelfConsciousness beside you as well even «now», though – on the assumption of possibilities “I” have –
I could be not conscious of myself in destructive conditions of these imperfect Continuums. But if to
deprive me of possibility to give you more true Conceptions of your eternal «personality» Existence
Sense and Principles, then the Life in these contradictory Worlds will become just meaningless for
me. To opportunities to experience these astonishing, lending wings and joyful states a lot of you
will come already very soon. Then you will understand what spiritual Beauty and potential Power
is concealed in the Serving Act itself! None ambitious or sexual enjoyment cannot compare with
this high-altruistic experience! The more high Goals and to more quantity of spiritually developed
humans you acquire an opportunity to Serve (but not to dance attendance!), the grater spiritual
euphoria because of this you experience yourself. And exactly this unique and exclusive by its
creative power state become for you in the sequel the most effective stimulus for even more spiritual
and intellectual self-perfection.

15.17760.

In the most favourable for us scenarios all this will start happening already in the next ten
years, which will become crucial, important and basic to the great mass of «present humankind». All
in the World around will change oneself swift and irreversibly, being trans-figured qualitatively not
only in a direction of even more awareness of significance in your Life of high-technological supply
but also in a direction of more harmonious and balanced relations in «human» society, a degree of
socially-economic stratification of which will rapidly decrease.

15.17761.

To become conscious and full-fledged participant of these creative and highly-spiritual
processes, already now it is necessary to start cultivate in oneself powerful Aspiration to global joint
Creativity in some of the most interesting Directions of your possible development. On the Earth
is coming a time of rapid increase of realizational possibilities for highly-intellectual and highlyspiritual part of «humankind», which has already synthesized in sufficient degree the lowest Levels of
Self-Consciousness and is potentially ready to become firmly convinced of much higher-qualitative
creativity. To such «humans» any religious versions «about world and human being creation» are
already completely uninteresting and ridiculous, while rational, logical and absolutely exact systems
of knowledge are need, which suits their highly-intellectual possibilities of understanding and
increased creative needs. And in the meantime IISSIIDIOLOGY is the only one of nowadays existing
Knowledge system, which harmoniously coordinates spiritual Aspects with material, high-feeling
with rational.

15.17762.

For example, deep in this Knowledge, geneticists will be able to understand, that genotype,
hormones, neurons, amino acids and other genetic material of any biological organism, – are
molecular realizational manifestations of bio-Creators (Form-Creators) of different-qualitative lowfrequency Energy-Plasma Levels, performing their own functions under the influence of egllerolift
Impulses, which are being incessantly generated in Self-Consciousness by more experienced FormCreators, Configurations of which structure even in a greater degree synthesized Levels. All electric
and biochemical dynamics of brain, nervous and other the most important life support systems are

15.17763.

also subordinated to them. Where are they «situated»? In energy-information structures of more
qualitative analogs of НУУ-ВВУ-Forms, slloogrent interacting with НУУ-ВВУ-Configurations of
your «present» Forms of Self-Consciousnesses.
In what way is it possible to influence the most effectively on some of DNA fragments to
get determined result? IISSIIDIOLOGY gives efficient and clear instructions for «future» scientific
methods: by the wave way of quantum-holographous information reformatting of initial development
Program («quantum modeling», «photon decomposing», «quark-photon aggregation»), that
is implementation in focus dynamics of need Form of Self-Consciousness (in this case – DNA
code) of enough powerful and stable egllerolift Impulse, which induce definite genes to more
active manifestation in chromosomal dynamics, which are responsible for «unpacking» in SelfConsciousness of necessary to you Energy-Information. That, as a matter of fact, represents a
frequency resetting of focus dynamics of explored by you Form of Self-Consciousness and purposive
correction of refocusings process of its Form-Creators into Configurations, where a qualitative state
that you need is initially available.
15.17764.

Making thorough experiments on the basis of this Knowledge, scientists will determine
which exactly of «personality» DNA fragments correspond to definite types of Creative Activity
of Form-Creators in its own Self-Consciousness, and will be able to use this particularities for
implementation of purposive genetic engineering. So, it is literally «now», in the nearest years not
terrible esthetic surgery or painful procedures with botox will become the most popular, but little
capsules, incepted which will be possible – at the genetic level! – not only to completely get rid of lines
in the face, but also to forget about other unpleasant evidences of forthcoming old age (testosterone
decrease and libido loss, menopause, gray hair, skin sagging, crunch and senility of joints, visual
impairment), and also to change color of eyes, hair and even skin. After conscious application and
getting lots of practical evidences in all possible development Directions, this Knowledge soon will
close unite with science, providing it with more authentic Conceptions of true Nature of nowadays
already existing fundamentals.

15.17765.

In the nearest term it will become technically possible with the help of special portable
devices to give any images data (they will also have a function of quick identification of faces with
enclosing brief information about each one of these humans, and also human speech) or «moving
text display» of need to you text from PC directly to retina, to see through wall and clothes, easily
to identify the contents of bags, suitcases and briefcases, to become temporarily invisible for others
and many-many other things, which cannot be even imagined today. It will be possible to go online
with due to contact lenses. With their help, by the way, even blind humans will also be able not only
perfectly to see the reality around, but also easily to orientate in virtual Web-space.

15.17766.

In the nearest decades, at the expense of the swift nanotechnologies development and
molecular-genetic restructuring of biological body, considerable part of Forms of Self-Consciousnesses
of the «humankind» will synthesize in itself possibilities, necessary for purposive prolongation of
active creative being in more harmonious and universal states. You will get an opportunity to load
your mind into quantum computer easily, «projecting» in your Self-Consciousness three-dimensional
«images» need to you, to pass your Thoughts and images to somebody at a distance. With help of
holography (frequency of manifestations - 180-200 shifts for a sec.) you will be able individually
to model for yourself on the computer (or choose from already ready-made models) such Form of

15.17767.

manifestation, psycho-mental and external characteristics of which would correspond most of all to
expected by you properties and qualitative reaction.
All that qualitative tendencies, which you would like to intensify in your own «future» Form
of Self-Consciousness or, on the contrary, to weaken, with help of laser emission exactly directed
in particular brain areas (activation in Self-Consciousness of sub-chakram refocusings in definite
direction) can be changed and stably substituted for expected ones. It will become possible due to
deep understanding by scientists of that fact, that a holographic DNA model of your «present» Form,
FUA-DRF-dynamics of Form-Creators of Self-Consciousness of which in a wave way influences
on degree of Creative Activity in TES-«unpackings» of СФУУРММ-Forms of these or that Levels,
can be purposefully re-programed, being refocused in a short time to required Forms, properties
of which are in a greater degree correspond to your new creative needs. When these needs will be
satisfied, focused by you Form of Self-Consciousness – with the help of identical method of «laserwave accencioniring» (the term is from «future»: «to intensify a possibility to manifestation of
something») – will be possible to replace by a new one, which meets your other needs.
15.17768.

Approximately same results, but during a more long term, will be achievable also with the
help of individual developments of special microscopical nanodevices (nanorobots), programmed
to penetrate deeply in chromosomal structure of every cell either purposefully to reconstruct it
thoroughly, or slightly to correct it. How will it be implemented? After introduction of several
nanorobots into an organism, they proceed to intensive self-duplication (at the expense of chemical
elements in organism) at the beginning, gradually – like viruses - filling with themselves cells of
all systems and organs, and after it proceed to implementation of included in them program of the
whole biological organism reconstruction.

15.17769.

When task laid on them will be fully executed, a toxic for them substance is being inserted
and they become immobilized, outputting from organism together with products of intracellular
metabolism. For example, if you would like to change a shape of your face thoroughly, then to
nanorobot program is being inserted all detailed sequence of genetic changes, which it will have to
implement in determined chromosomes regions. After that it is being injected into your organism,
multiplies independently and during some period of time gradually changes all your face: eyes color,
shape of nose, lips, ears, forehead and so on. When desired results are achieved, all nanorobots are
being excluded from the organism.

15.17770.

All this became possible owing to human genome discovery. Already now scientists know
which DNA fragment and which genes are responsible for what, and in the «future» it will be
possible to regulate work of practically all necessary genes regions – to choose a program to activate
one genes and to suppress another ones. But afterwards «dense-plasma» computer holograms will
became the main way of quick replace of one biological body with another - «biostrassas» (main
long-term «body-envelopes») or daily «strayed-breadds», which it will be able to change just as
you change today clothes, in accordance with one’s own mood or needs, projecting this or those
public image of «yourself». It will become possible, when vibrations frequency of holographic rays,
generated by a computer emitter, become stably close to 270-280 “frames” per second. There will be
countless numbers of all kinds of such “breadds” on your personal computer, they will not be subject
neither to diseases, nor to aggressive environments influences and to physical damages, and it will
be possible to «enter» them by mean of two-three minutes’ long Meditation with the help of electric
stimulation of definite regions of the brain.
15.17771.

Their external appearance can be the most unbelievable – starting from blue airy «cloudlet»
to «sunlight spot», from «animal» or «bird» up to the most beautiful «human» forms of any sex.
Besides, several variants of strayed-bredd(breadd) use are possible – active, passive, conditionally
passive and contemplative. For example, using tiny bredd-modulator («psi-avangardors»), you can
put your appearance into any, the most fantastic shape of expression (like «nowadays» masks, but
for the whole body), leaving all your habitual abilities to interact mechanically with objects of the
World around as well. In case of turning the psi-avangardor off, you will take on an external form
typical of you again. It is called active breadd-form, which can be used at any moment, depending
on circumstances (at a party, during a holiday, during a walk). As long as low-frequency СВУУЛЛВВУ-Forms already will not be able to participate in «unpackings» of Form-Creators of your SelfConsciousnesses, the use of breadd-forms – for the purpose of robbery, stealing, deception, fraud
and other similar intentions will be completely excluded.

15.17772.

Or you yourself (your physiological body or stable biostrassa) can be in passive state at
home (as if «sleeping»), while active Focus of your Self-Consciousness will spatially move with
the help of modeled by you breadd-form within definite radius, which permits to it (to the Focus)
to interact closely with your brain through emitter of your personal computer (in time this radius –
at the expense of reliable satellite communication – will spread to almost all earth surface). Speed
of breadd-form removal will be equal to degree of your Imagination activity, moreover it will be
absolutely invulnerable to any, including physical, influences, because this is – just high-technological
hologram, manifestation duration of which in the reality around will depend only on your interest
and on presence of stable satellite communication with energy supplying resource (emittor).

15.17773.

Everything happening with your breadd-form will be continuously translated to your SelfConsciousness and decoded adequately by it Form-Creators in the form of subjectively perceivable
by you «images» and appropriate for them experiences. But incidentally you actually will not be
able in any way to influence Forms of Self-Consciousnesses surrounding you, while just will be in a
role of observer (you will also be able to make any physical movements in a distance, by connection
to your personal “bingo” distantly – robot-android). At the beginning breadd-forms will be used
only for individual and group trips to the farthest parts of the planet. But later it will become possible
with the help of special codes, introduced in your computer memory (with recognizer) not only to
make active observations at any distance, but also to communicate directly through satellite system
of with breadd-forms of other “humans”, like you communicate by cell phone today, only this
communication will be illusory-direct.

15.17774.

Cell phones in their «present» functioning and execution (as well as photo cameras, variable
video cameras and video players, players and dictaphones, and other mechanical “hardware” in
time will completely disappear, being transformed to tiny PCs with lots of holographic functions,
including taking pictures and displaying of Footage at any place: in the open, at the office, at home.
They will give you information about any object parameters and distance from you to it, will make
chemical analysis based on general emission spectrum and more else. It will be able to wear them
round one’s the neck like small trinkets, which has almost infinite memory reserves.

15.17775.

Thus, it will become possible, being at home or at any other place, through one’s own
portable computer (at first reminiscent of nowadays smartphones and then – of a form of faceted
crystal) to create through Internet an illusion of your presence at any desirable place: at conferences
and public addresses, studies, and social intercourses, at public functions, parties, corporate parties,

15.17776.

concerts, performances, in different shows, television programs and so on. By the way, performances,
concerts, movie industry, not to mention television, cosmonautics and a lot of other professions
by themselves in reference to these inventions, will also be radically qualitative and structurally
changed. Robotization will start swift to develop and as well inevitably being penetrated into all
spheres of your Life. Robots will take humans place not only in the factory, but will undertake an
execution of majority of daily chores: cleaning, laundering and ironing, dishwashing and cooking.
And soon to buy anything in a store or to cook at home will not be need at all, because all
this will be possible to get with the help of universal home scanner-replicators, which will be able to
program a “substance” with the help of nanotechnologies, that is will be able literally by molecules
to assemble and on sight spatially to «print» for you (in three-dimensional, material type) any, need
to you thing or any, chosen by you from a long list, gastronomic oddity, brought to perfection of
gustatory and nourishing qualities. Materials made of micro- and nanochips will also become very
popular and widespread in household use, in production and in science, which will be repeatedly
being formed and disbanded (that is, will be able to regroup themselves molecularly under the
influence of particular electric impulses) with the help of special computer programs. In several
minutes in any place by means of them it will be possible to make or to assemble both the most
simple things (clothes, tableware, elements of building and interior, stands, stretcher and so on) and
very difficult technological equipment, used in cosmos or in scientific laboratories.

15.17777.

Holography will strongly enter all spheres of not only public, but also «personal» Life
of everyone. Television of the «future», which will fully stream into information Web-space and
become only a small part, also will have only three-dimensional image, furthering development of
virtually-spatial Perception and cognition of the outer World, based not on atoms and molecules, but
on bits of derivable Information. Owing to appearance in your Life more and more new and more
improved «holographs» and «kablographs», and also more communicative and real «virtublers» and
«cyborgsters», you will be able to get any Information you need at any time directly from «denseplasma» holograms of those ones, with whom you would like to contact, regardless of where is
this human and what is he doing, – absolutely all Information about him will be read with your
«holograph» from holograms of focused by him НУУ-ВВУ-Forms or from generated by his PC
breadd-forms.

15.17778.

In the same way you will be able simultaneously to send to the virtual Web-space, which will
became holographic-reproducible as well, any amount of your own holographic «cyber-images» and
braedd-forms, thereby increasing in hundreds times possibilities of your conscious communication
simultaneously at different places with different “humans” in different interesting to you directions.
The world will become really all-united, international, achievable in any of its points absolutely
for all. Tourism industry as it’s nowadays archaic type will quickly disappear as being useless,
because all the most detailed information about any geographical place will be possible to take from
countless internet «holostublers» and «kablosters» (holographic restorers of subjective information
of any human, built with personal impressions and experiences from being in this or that place),
which will be located on special web-sites.

15.17779.

From there it will be easy to «download» holographic impressions of any one about
everything and, having started your own «holograph», really to experience and to see everything
what somebody has already lived through. «Let through» your own Self-Consciousness several such
«kablogramms», you will be able to determine farther, how much exactly this is necessary for you.

15.17780.

Especially valuable it will turn out to be in interplanetary research, during developing other systems
of Stars, because it will be possible to restore in Perceptual system of any observer the effect of
«personal presence» practically entirely.
For exploration in far and unknown cosmos it will become not reasonable to use humans
(although everybody will know as it is, that «Death» does not exist, while there is only a refocusing
process, because to distant cosmos will be sent in millions lots with not only microcomputers of
pigeon egg size (they will be able to move in space at the rate close to light speed), but also remotelyoperated apparatuses with «crypts» (high-professional androrobots) with lots of apparatus-borne
breadd-forms modulators, through man-made «perceptual systems» of which it will be possible not
only to observe but also to actively control a program execution, inserted into computer «brain» of
crypts. Millions of these envoys of humankind will be busy with search of extraterrestrial Forms of
Collective Intelligences, giving them Energy-Information, typical of earthmen.

15.17781.

Afterwards, when personal frequency characteristics of each of Planets and Stars under study
will be clear determined and classified by scientists, it will become possible to teleport breadd-forms
on them without help of aircrafts, construction and movement principles of which will be changed
in a way you cannot imagine. Contemporary telescopes, mightily distorting not only «geometry» of
observed Space, but also a present Time perception itself, will become a thing of the past, while on
planets surfaces explored by people will be set powerful «triners» and «brommers», which will be
able instantaneously to transmit all that is happening at a distance of millions light years and accept
necessary holographic Information from other Planets.

15.17782.

Such occupations as movie and theatre actors, variety artists and showmen on the whole,
also models, dancers, gymnasts, acrobats, magicians, as well as many other, in such variants of
our near «future» will become completely unclaimed, because everything what they are able to
demonstrate to you today, will be possible to make much better and of higher quality with the help of
breadd-forms and computer programs. At first these occupations will turn into uncommon hobbies,
and after that will disappear at all, because quality of individual interests application will start to
increase headlong and very quickly, unevenly to develop (thanks to intensive realizations in a lot
of creative specialities and powerful sub-chakram refocusings, which are accompanied by these
synthetic processes). Everyone’s Intellect will increase so much that it will allow any of you easily
to make your own programs degree of complexity of which «nowadays» hackers (who also will
transform into high-class specialists) cannot even dream of for the present.

15.17783.

Computer programmer, geo-, aqua-, nano- and astronaut occupations will become the
most needed, because will begin headlong and large-scale exploration deep under the ground, of
seas, lakes, rivers and oceans (geo- and aquanauts), all possible molecular structures and biological
organisms (nano- and bionauts, with the help of breadd-forms penetrating into cell and DNA, into
crystal lattices of any substances), and also Planets and Stars of the «nearest» cosmos (helio- and
astronauts, starsfords). By the way, when individual teleportation with the help of portable devices
will become the same generally available and habitual, as now mobile communication is, it will be
possible, using special breadd-forms, programmed to manifest in definite frequency diapasons of
different Time Flows, to tour both to the «past» and to the «future», without risking to be killed by
religious fanatics or eaten by aborigines of wild tribe. Impressions of such «journeys through time»
will be extremely believable, except that you will not be able to interact physically with anyone and
anything.
15.17784.

Afterwards it will become possible to teleport «in the Time» intelligent crypto-forms of
aircrafts as well (within groups of Continuums, diapasons of Forms frequency manifestation of
which has at least one coincident vibration sublevel with groups of focused by you Continuums;
exactly in such – common both for us and for “them” - sublevel teleportation will be able to be
implemented), joining countless army of «UFO-nauts», which were kicky for «humans» not only
«now», but tens thousands years «ago» as well. For that in inaccessible places of Continuums of
different historical ages by earliest explorers will be laid the same frequency emitters («triners» and
«brommers»), with which in «future» we will supply every explored by us Planet for the purpose of
teleportation.

15.17785.

As a result of close consolidation of all «present» computer giant into one world consortium
with practically unlimited financial possibilities and scientifically-productive capacity this type of
industry will develop and improve headlong. Participation of human factor and manularity will
in fact come to naught in production. Besides, a «hardware» share in computers will decrease
incredibly swift, and forms of PCs themselves will more resemble beautiful crystals, reacting with
instantaneously «unfolding» in space holographic image only to specific activity of individual brain
frequencies of a master (which it is simply impossible to falsify, in addition each user has his own
mental smailed-codes to launch it – a set of mental images, launching either the whole system, or
separate programs). That is no one, except the master himself, just will not be able to use Information
form someone else’s personal computer. Since volume and density of «unfolding» holograms will be
possible to change at one’s discretion, it will allow users with all sensationally-mental completeness
to sink into absolutely realistic virtual realities, being modeled by each of you at one’s discretion.

15.17786.

Holographic keyboard will also be reduced in several times (and soon will disappear at
all!) and visually will adds up to only a set of «buttons» for launching input commands. There will
be no need in letters of an alphabet, because computer interface will be individually aiming only
for mental interaction with its master. Operating memory will rise in hundreds of millions times,
opening to creators of absolutely new models of quantum PCs practically unlimited possibilities:
those tasks, for which implementation «now» many years are needed, it will be possible to solve
just for several days! Each of you will be able to acquire for one’s PC such capacities, which will
be equivalent to total capacity of computers nowadays existing on the whole planet. Just that very
factor will allow scientists to start develop headlong all possible holographic directions not only
to robotics technologies, genetic engineering and nanotechnologies, but also in a lot of spheres of
their use in everyday life, including already known to you breadd-forms. In two-three decades will
be accomplished very mighty and unprecedented up to now scientifically-technological revolution,
allowing humankind confidently to enter next period of its development, which I would designate as
a time of creative realization of «scientifically-spiritual slloogrentness».

15.17787.

So, my dear, all your nowadays anxieties connected with losing weight, cellulite, all kinds
of physiological and physical defects, mutations, injuries and diseases already in two decades will
cease to be an object of your attention. Cardinal changes in direction of improvement and purposive
correction of functions of your biological organisms will start to occur at first through replacement
of lost, faulty or worn out organs on grown up near them from individual stem cells. Contemporary
metal-plastic and ceramic prosthetics of the most important organs will become a thing of the past,
while instead of them quite fast and reliable methodologies will be developed, allowing to carry out
any improving interference in an organism by means of local DNA correction, activating genes of
some areas and suppressing genes of other areas.

15.17788.

“Medical treatment” in near “future” will be based in a greater degree on mentally-sensetional
attitudes by means of purposive change of frequencies of vibrations of cells, systems and organs
(wave modelling). Each of you with help of experts will be able not only to supervise functions of
all systems and organs of your own organism, but also to model any of the external features in hand,
including height, details of a figure and appearance forms, color of eyes, hair and so on. You will
be able to change a НУУ-ВВУ-Form as you thinks best at any time, to become a completely other
“person” in outward appearance, but with those spiritual achievements, qualities, which will be
peculiar to you at that moment. It reminds meditative processes more, which are carried out in SelfConsciousness of a “patient”, than present surgical, physiotherapeutic and medicamentous methods.

15.17789.

We, all more intensively being refocused to more high-frequency energy-information Flows
of Collective Intelligence of our Planetary Essence, promptly raising degree of our thinking and
feeling quality, thereby we constantly change and improve not only Configurations of Forms of
Self-Consciousnesses of Life surrounding us, but a quality of “our own” НУУ-ВВУ-Forms as well.
To replace earlier focused by Us НУУ-ВВУ-Forms, every next moment of our Life new НУУ-ВВУConfigurations are being involved in process of Our multipolarizational refocusings, which – by
ВЛОООМООТ parameters – exceed our previous possibilities for better creative realizations more
and more.

15.17790.

The higher will become your biological body quality (that is degree of universalization of all
cells and frequency of work of each of organs will begin to raise), the less НУУ-ВВУ-Configurations
of Forms of Self-Consciousnesses focused by You will structure slloogrently low-frequency
diapasons of manifestation of “current” groups of three-four-dimensional Continuums which you
subjectively perceive as “the World around”. Thus, you will be gradually refocus to the slloogrent
dynamics of less «dense-plasmous» Form-Systems of Worlds, raising your realizational possibilities
in an imperceptible for you way, and terms of use of biological bodies by you will become more
and more long. In one of the next moments of your incessant “posthumous” refocusings when the
quality of common focus dynamics of Form-Creators of your Self-Consciousness (FCA) will exceed
certain biological ННААССММ parameters, you will be able consciously to perceive yourselves
already in Forms of Self-Consciousnesses of 4-5-dimensional groups of Continuums, and the issue
of technical or genetically-engineering prolongation of terms of existence of Forms focused by You
will in general disappear forever.
15.17791.

But, besides, you should never forget, that if your focus dynamics - in any of “points”
of your subjective rezonation manifestation - will start to deepen steadily into realization of any
selfish tendencies, than will occur a reorientation of your individual refocusings to Worlds where
abilities to purposive virtual modelling of one’s own Form will consistently – as far as their quality
deteriorates - decrease and, eventually, you will refocus again to Worlds of those rotation Cycles,
where such technological and genetic possibilities for constant transformation of Forms focused by
you and other your universal abilities are completely absent.

15.17792.

Life constantly - and in the nearest years more and more rigidly and uncompromisingly
- will start to establish for each of you certain limits of current choices quality, just which will
define tendentiousness of the nearest stage of your subsequent refocusings: either you become more
and more altruistic and highly-intellectual, gradually starting in a greater degree to realize yourself
as a creatively active part of Forms of Self-Consciousnesses of New favorable Worlds with more
harmonious interrelations in “human” society, or all of you will withdraw from this Direction of

15.17793.

development more and more, continuing, as before, to manifest yourself and conscious yourself
in low qualitative groups of Continuums with extremely limited possibilities for high-frequency
creative realisations, including the absence of your biological organism ability to self-restoration as
well.
Anyway, gradually one or another variants of this simultaneous multipolarizаtional process
become a habitual norm of your everyday Life, what automatically leads to change of a qualitative
state of quantum structure of Form-Creators of DNA of your biological bodies, and you naturally
transform yourself from participants of inertial dynamics of “present” groups of Continuums to
participants of Form-Systems of Worlds of other groups of Continuums. I repeat once again: the
qualitative state and individual features of biological organisms of Forms of Self-Consciousnesses
focused by you continuously change anyway, becoming either more perfect and universal (but
unadaptable to manifest in disharmonious Continuums, and then “posthumous” refocusings are
carried out in the Direction of more rezonationess), or more rough and unhealthy (that is dissonant
with more perfect Continuums, and then “posthumous” refocusings promote Self-Consciousness
deepening in protoform Directions).
15.17794.

As soon as we will be able to be focused steadily in НУУ-ВВУ-Configurations, already
enough deeply synthesized by Aspects of two lluuvvumic Dominants with high-frequency Aspects
of Quality All-Unity, duvuyllerrtly will raise not only quality of «quantum geometry» of Space-Time
inertially synthesized by us (at the expense of quality improvement of all our СФУУРММ-Forms
and Aspirations), but also properties of used by our Self-Consciousness Time Essences, structuring
“future” groups of more favorable Continuums. Since per unit time we will be able to process
consciously much more high-frequency Energy-Information, realisation rates of decisions made by
us will incommensurably grow, as if the Space-Time will be “compressed”, will be “concentrated”
(but will not be condensed inertially, and, on the contrary, will be “developed” even more, will
become more “flexible” for psycho-mental manipulation!) will become more saturated energyinformationally, allowing people to achieve one’s aims much faster, than it occurs “now”. Time
will acquire absolutely another mode of subjective reflection in our systems of Perception. Thanks
to it all our life creative work will also become qualitatively other - more “internal”, consciouslycollective and leaning not on individually-egoistical, but on high-spiritual, noble and cosmicallyscale Purposes.

15.17795.

And deep studying and development of bowels of the Moon becomes the first problem,
solving of which will serve as powerful stimulus for development of scientific and technical base
and consolidation of intellectual resources of all countries. And such “humans” activity, indicative
of a high enough level of development, will inevitably cause an establishment of close contacts
and various kinds of creative interrelations with other reasonable races and cosmic civilizations,
whose representatives already many millenniums (and some - hundred thousand years!) regularly
are present on the Moon at the same dimensions diapason and have there their own interests, having
arranged under its surface their own production and technical bases and the scientific-researchcenters.

15.17796.

Being bellicose to manifestations of everything “extraterrestrial”, present “humankind”
with its aggressively-insane doctrine of “cosmic wars of aggression» is as jet absolutely not ready
to such bilateral contacts. That is why there are no such contacts in the meantime. More truly, they
already exist hundreds millenniums (and have never stopped!), but that is only hopeless ignorance

15.17797.

of religious figures, incompetence of the powers that be and science officials do not allow to accept
seriously profound Knowledge, transferred to people by a telepathic and intuitive way, and to use it
profitably for the general development of the “humankind”.
But humans of more favorable variants of our “future”, deprived of bodily fear of unknown
and guided only by an «innocence presumption» towards any possible contacts with extraterrestrial
or planetary (oceanic) Forms of Collective Intelligences, will be already ready to enter mutually
advantageous community with any intelligent civilizations peacefully, without aggression, without
self-superiority feeling and desire to enslave someone. In exchange for possibility to excavate some
of mineral deposits as jet unknown to us ourselves (diamonds, precious and rare metals), we will
get access not only to their ready-made bases, but also and to a major scientific and technical
Information about absolutely new energy sources.

15.17798.

That is what will become powerful stimulus for prompt perfection and development of
earthly technologies in all directions, starting with development of close and distant Cosmos, and
finishing with full satisfaction of our daily commercially-industrial and social needs. These “lunar”
civilizations (while in fact very different in a Form representatives of extraterrestrial types of the
Collective Intelligence, arrived from different systems of Stars of present vibrating diapason of the
Universe) will help humans to understand to the deepest nicety different biochemical, biological,
genetic and micro field quantum processes, thereby in practice confirming the Energy-Information
stated in IISSIIDIOLOGY.

15.17799.

In parallel with it in the nearest decades will start actively to manifest themselves and
to establish friendly contacts with humans unknown to us in the meantime other earthly races,
which already live for a long time in depths of oceans and seas, having formed there unique and
very individual reasonable communities, in something similar to ours, and in something exclusively
individual as well. There will appear a possibility to get from the sea environment a huge amount
of various cheap raw materials, including chemical, industrial and food resources. Basically there
will be various chemical compounds, material for light and processing industries, and also very
rich with microcells food, allowing organizing harmonious and balanced nourishment. As for the
products of an animal origin (meat), except fish, mollusks and plankton, they will soon cease to play
so important role for our organism.

15.17800.

During this period of active merge of overland and oceanic civilizations simple enough
surgeries on implantation of artificially grown up synthetic «branchiform constructions» to allcomers will start to be performed, which will be located behind an ear in three lines in the form
of thin longitudinal sections: the first will be stretched on 4 cm downwards from an ear center, the
second one - just below the first and 7 cm long, the third one - the smallest - only 2 cm long. After
that programmed nano-robots will transform cells of a body of anyone interested, so that enough of
oxygen would be obtained in an organism directly from water for realization of normal live activity
within 10-15 hours of being continuously under the water. Soon after it will be possible to reach
better results by means of activation in certain chromosome regions of humans, who have decided
to devote themselves to studying and development of oceanic depths, of those genes, which are
responsible for functions of oxygen supply of an organisms of whales and dolphins. There will be
many millions of such volunteers!

15.17801.

In the huge depths of the ocean on plane surfaces huge stationary scientific-research centers
with cupola-shaped transparent ultra-strong polymer ceramics coverings will be built. Tens thousands
of experts in different directions of science and manufacture will be able to live and work in them
for a long time simultaneously. Both enterprises for extraction and reprocessing of rare minerals and
ground vegetation will be there. It will be much more expedient, than raw materials transportation
on a land for processing. And on the surface of the seas and oceans itself thousands of floating
cities-modules will ply slowly, in which will be able comfortably to live and fruitfully to work those
of you, who will devote oneself to studying and development of water riches of the Earth. Each of
such cities with population of tens thousands of humans will have its own specialization and its own
course. Neither storms, nor tsunamis or tornadoes will be able to embarrass them, as the system
of segment cupola-shaped hermetic encapsulation of all above water sites of the city and presence
of powerful underwater base will make these modules absolutely impregnable even for the most
powerful welters.

15.17802.

All this will become necessary not only on the basis of expediency and creation of as
much as possible comfortable conditions for those of humans, whose creative interests have moved
towards a water-overland way of existence, but also for an establishment of closer scientific and
technical interaction with oceanic races, only three of which are “humanlike”. By a structure of the
upper half of their trunk one can say, that they are beings very similar to “humans”, which have the
same head, shoulders, trunk, but there are various differences in a structure of fore limbs, eyes, ears,
skin, hair coat and some systems - in particular, genitals.

15.17803.

All these differences, existing between us and them, are a result of both purposive and
natural gene mutations, which have occurred in biological organisms owing to long existence in
different habitats. And as their DNA differs very much now from “human” one, reproduction of joint
progeny (naturally) will not be possible. But by means of achievements in gene engineering diverse
amount of gill-breathing «ichthyanders» - both overland and in water - soon will appear, whose
genomes will become an embodiment of all of the best and useful, that is characteristic both of us,
and of them.

15.17804.

Representatives of other races – it is not exactly what many of you can somehow imagine
at present, and their appearance is far from “human”. All variety of their forms can be compared
approximately to such sea inhabitants known to us, as whales, dolphins and huge octopuses. Among
them there are four more reserved races with an obvious bias in such type of creative work, which
we subjectively would interpret as varying degree of rationalism. Each of these races prefers to live
separately from others in depths of warm seas and oceans, therefore relations between them (and
also with people) are regimented as well. It must be noted that in time these deep-water races will
very strongly suffer and decrease quantitatively as a result of the most powerful local earthquakes,
which will occur in areas of their habitation. In more favorable Continuums only those of them will
survive, whose Configurations will be potentially ready to close consolidation with other developed
civilizations.

15.17805.

Reorientation of Self-Consciousnesses of some quantity of “humans” in the oceanic
direction of life creativity will occur not at once - in the beginning it will be a diplomatic enough
and ambiguous process, in which it is going to be formation of some stiffness and mistrust between
humans and other oceanic races. Living under ices of Antarctic and Arctic regions “humanlike”
civilizations are vitally interrelated with each other by a common biological environment and joint

15.17806.

survival systems - actually it is the very old civilized union of highly developed essences, based a
few hundreds millenniums ago by races, which had lived on the Earth during “the antediluvian”
period. Part of them then had went out again in different places of a territory of formed continents
and had to adapt to new conditions in one’s own way, while the great bulk had continued to develop
and be improved in inaccessible depths of oceans.
As their life interests had practically nothing in common, in time contacts between
representatives of above-water and under-water civilizations have completely stopped and could
recommence only when the Self-Consciousness of humans has reached a level of development,
necessary for an establishment of creative mutual understanding, as their and our svilgs-spherational
Synthesis sub-schemes (of the same Dominants!) – are different. But an essential difference in
Conceptions will not hinder forming of united creative union by improved earthly “humankind” and
three oceanic “humanlike” civilizations in more remote “future”.

15.17807.

Such partial creative merge of “humankind” with oceanic civilizations and races will occur
because of sharply intensified process of ocean level rising and absorption by water of the majority
of the overland territory (whole countries and islands, megacities, towns and settlements, woods
and agricultural lands, material and technical values and production-raw capacities), what will force
the rest of “humans” to pay the most serious attention to possibilities of development of waters.
And to realize such sweeping and grandiose designs there is no way one can do without attraction
of the most developed of «ocean-men» and «see-men» to joint scientific researches and genetic
experiments.

15.17808.

In some of development scenarios the most important condition for such commonwealth will
become to go through an obligatory procedure of wave deactivation in DNA of genes of aggression by
all participants of creative consolidation that is partial suppression of those genes, which intensify
process of attraction to “unpackings” in Self-Consciousness of low-frequency СФУУРММ-Forms.
Completely to exclude their functional activity in genome it is impossible in the meantime, because
they are also involved in work of immune system and in a lot of other biological processes. In normal
state the same adrenaline gives us a possibility to exist in a physical body and to perform a physical
work. But when Synthesis of the lowest Levels of first two centers will come to the end, a process
of deactivation of any manifestations of people´s aggression (destructive СФУУРММ-Forms) will
naturally happen.
15.17809.

As I have already mentioned, all these processes will begin on the Earth in the nearest two
decades (this - in more favorable scenarios of development, and in order of quality decrease of a
common focusing of Collective Consciousness they will move away more and more in different «time
loops» and will gain more and more destructive forms of manifestation) and will get accelerated
development in subsequent groups of Continuums, even more deeply opening synthetic (creative)
possibilities of lluuvvumic Direction. That is in less qualitative scenarios nothing of what I am
trying to tell you here, either will not ever come, or it will be able to occur in some other variants
only in hundreds or even in thousand years’ time, - it all depends on a type of protoform directivity
of your refocusings and their quality.

15.17810.

Whether other space civilizations and races, which you have mentioned, will experience

Aspects of other Pure Space Qualities?

- Forms of Collective Self-Consciousnesses of two oceanic civilizations - arctic and antarctic
– are developing in accordance to the same scheme of Synthesis, in accordance to which nowadays
focused by us НУУ-ВВУ-Form-Types are developing, that is with dominance in focus dynamics of
Self-Consciousnesses of Form-Creators of hvasslons of ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-ofALL-Intelligence, but in accordance to other svilgs-spherational sub-schemes, which define inertial
sequence of energy-information interaction between all participants of background Synthesis! The
third civilization – the atlantic one - is busy with the Synthesis of Aspects of Qualities ALL-Willof-ALL-Intelligence and ALL-Abundance-ALL-Fullness (which is one of six objectively compatible
energy-information “analogues” of the Quality ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom).
15.17811.

Yes, major СФУУРММ-Forms, which are being synthesized by ours and their Forms of
Self-Consciousnesses, in a more qualitative diapason of our “future” joint manifistations differ from
one another in a varying degree, but nevertheless by communication all of us comfortably enough
socialize and understand each other, because by that time we will already have deeply enough
experienced medium- and high-frequency Aspects of the common for us and them (with the arctic
and the antarctic civilizations) Quality - ALL-Unity, and two Dominants of the atlantic civilisation
also will have already sufficiently synthesized Aspects of the third Quality - ALL-Integrity, which
is being objectively compatible energy-information “analogue” of the Quality ALL-Unity. And as
for four other oceanic races, as far as I managed to understand it, three of them are busy with the
Synthesis scheme of Aspects of ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Knowledge-ALL-Informedness
Qualities, and one – of Aspects of Qualities ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Essentiality-ALLPermeability.
15.17812.

As you can see, Aspects of one of two Dominants, peculiar to us, are also synthesized in
functional schemes of manifestation of their Forms of Self-Consciousnesses. Besides, synthesized
by us and them Aspects of third Dominants also are objectively compatible with each other (that is
can be accessible to us by meaning). Thanks to presence in yours and their systems of Perception
of СФУУРММ-Forms, reflecting specific properties of identical Aspects of Qualities, you will be
able to come to an understanding during communication with them. Your “present” logic, extremely
discrete, bellicose and limited with ignorant egoism, prevents you from entering bilateral and
productive contact with more developed civilizations, because you would not be able to understand
them by means of primitive-archaic Conceptions of your own “present” Forms of Self-Consciousness
anyway. Thanks to their full replacement by universal Conceptions, peculiar to IISSIIDIOLOGY, you
will be able quickly enough to replace “present” groups of Continuums with more perfect, and then
that all, that present in our Reality a reflection of higher vibrations of Aspects of the Quality ALLUnity, will give you a possibility of reasonable communication with whose ones, who has either
very developed Aspects of this Quality, or these Forms of Self-Consciousnesses evolutionally aspire
to it as well, synthesising Aspects of some other Pure Qualities in the meantime.
15.17813.

Presence in structures of Self-Consciousness of Creative Activity of the same Conceptions
will allow you to use the same Levels of Energy-Plasma because any СФУУРММ-Form is relevant
to dynamics of some of Pure Space Qualities as well. Your present Conception of «associative
thinking» is not absolutely true. For example, it is possible to weave linen made of floss, and it is
possible to weave it made of flax as well, though it will be rougher. And still it can be made of a wire
15.17814.

or a straw, but it cannot be applied for the same purposes, as silk one can be applied for, though both
to one and to another, applying a principle of mechanical creation, СФУУРММ-Forms about “linen”
are applicable.
That is the same way how matters stand with various self-conscious Elements, which
structure different Levels of Energy-Plasma («emanations», «psychonations» and «karmonations»).
From all infinite number of being formed by them Configurations only those of them are available
for creative use by Form-creators of your Forms of Self-Consciousness, with which you are able
consciously to manipulate in your Imagination (that is only within a set of СФУУРММ-Forms from
your individual ODS). Other Forms of “you”, which belong to other civilizations, use the same
“psychonations” and “emanations”, but the ones that reflect Aspects of other Qualities, and therefore
if you do not have the common synthesized Qualities with them, you simply will not be able to use
СФУУРММ-Forms peculiar to them.
15.17815.

Therefore a great many civilizations did not come and are not coming into a contact with
you so far, owing to that there is no intellectually-sensational basis for mutual communication and
associative understanding (without words). But thanks to the technological achievements, which our
scientists will invent real soon now, by means of «extraterrestrial» technologies, these communication
difficulties and barriers in dialogue will be easily overcome. Will be created such sound-replicators,
which will allow you to communicate easily at the level of a transformation of generated by
someone Thoughts to associative form-images, adapted to specificity of your Self-Consciousness.
This principle of communication will be based upon a “field” decoding of all mental-sensationally
potential, peculiar to humans, and upon an attunement of “another’s” СФУУРММ-Forms with their
own subjective Conceptions of something.
15.17816.

And on the contrary, that, what you will imagine during communication with someone, will
be transformed to СФУУРММ-Forms, corresponding to specificity of their Self-Consciousnesses
and will become accessible to their understanding. In the beginning such devices (“teta-correctors”)
will appear, which will be able directly to translate your words in Thought and vice versa, but it
will still seem difficult enough and inconvenient for communication, because will still remain great
language barrier. Then special sensors to read Thoughts, placed in a temporal part of a head, begin
to be used. Sounds and words said by someone thus can remain incomprehensible to you, but it
will be absolutely clear to you, what’s it all about. To replace it «holographic modulators», pocket
«transtoyners» and wrist «mentimers» will quickly come, which will considerably facilitate mutual
understanding between different-qualitative Forms of Self-Consciousnesses. In general, all nuances
of intercivilizing communication will be studied and improved, and it all will take much less time,
than it seems to you.
15.17817.

An adoption of various technological innovations will be a bit longer, but it will be a jump
as well, about which neither scientists, nor economists, nor sociologists, nor politicians now have no
idea at all. Nobody knows about these prospects, because due to your thinking inertia you can only
assume that soon something will occur, but absolutely do not imagine, how all it will be. And it will
happen so quickly and unexpectedly, that many of you, then mentally looking back at the nearest
“past”, will be surprised very much at their Life changes. It is difficult even to imagine, to what new
stage of your eternal Existence you are already entering now, though subjectively it seems to you
that nothing special happens round you, everything continues to follow its customary routine, in a
former and already become habitual to you (but actually - in being furious speed up!) rhythm.

15.17818.

But in no case do not think, do not guess and do not estimate, which one of “humans” of
your environment, more than others, is worthy to be manifested in qualitative Worlds, and which
one, in your subjective opinion, should unambiguously refocus to Continuums more corresponding
to him and stop, at last, “preventing others normally to live and spiritually to develop”! Constantly
maintaining such a critical-condemning position towards destructive (only in your Perception!)
influences of circumstances of an external world, you automatically will doom yourselves to
manifestations with less qualitative “personalities” in more and more unfavourable scenarios. Only
high-altruistic aspiration spiritually and morally to help each “human” - whether it is a bam or a
vagabond, a gangster or an extremist, a corrupt official or a cardsharp - will give the chance to
you to be focused steadily in a more qualitative individual Worlds. After all neither of you never
knows for sure, what “human” around you represents. You do not know his Way, do not know, what
Experience he has gained at the moment of his Life and what background svilgs-spherations are
being carrying out now, that, having passed through a chain of necessary “death” refocusings, start
to realise himself in much more qualitative creative manifestations.

15.17819.

QUESTION. How the economy in more qualitative Worlds will be organized? How people will

earn money and whether there will be money in general?

- Let’s define once again, that try to describe at least the scantiest part of different-qualitative
scenarios, equally possible in ours with yours “future”, would be for my part plain stupidly and
useless. Besides it is necessary do not forget, that the fact of your possession any concrete EnergyInformation by itself- at the expense of scrupulous thinking about it and careful “digestion” - is equal
to your real acquirement of the certain Experience, included in СФУУРММ-Forms used by you, that
can already of itself essentially amend a participation of Form-Creators of your Self-Consciousness
in a subsequent process of your multipolarizаtional refocusings: it is simply useless for you once
again fully to live through what you partly have already experienced, thought about, realized - that
is, synthesized.

15.17820.

Therefore an energy-information component of the scenarios, being consistently focused
by you in “the future”, will change greater or less in lots of those details, which are of no importance
for you any more, as the fact of your preliminary possession the certain Energy-Information about
“it” for this your Form of Self-Consciousness itself has excluded a great number of choices which
would be possible, if you did not know about all this. It does not mean at all that present events will
not happen at all or this circumstance will somewhere disappear: through lots of some scenarios they
already initially structure inertial dynamics of your Stereo-Form in some of slloogrent Space-Time
areas - “there”, where you did not know anything about it. In other cases - depending on quality
of sequence of your elections! - they will be carried out in your Life either a little differently, or
completely in another way. That is the algorithm of ours with yours simultaneous energy-information
interrelations with “the past” and “the future”.

15.17821.

This reminder for my part is necessary to exclude incomprehension between us, which
can lead you to mistrust of that Energy-Information, which I am trying to put down in my books:
as much as to say, you know, Oris, but everything have happened not as you described! My dear,
never forget, that true Reasons of everything that occurs to you, always it is necessary to search not
somewhere outside, but in yourselves, in subjective features of your reactions and choices, as far

15.17822.

as your incomprehension of something (or someone) always arises only from your own ignorance
and lack of knowledge of those elementary Principles, on which Form-Systems of Worlds of
groups of Continuums slloogrently surrounding you (and so, focus dynamics of all Forms of SelfConsciousnesses, structuring these groups, as well) are being inertially organized. Literally each of
your current decisions is of essential significance to rates of movement to Aims laid down by you, as
far as instantaneously and in its own way corrects in skrruullerrt system the whole “picture” of svilgsspherational dynamics towards to concrete focus dynamics of that Form of Self-Consciousness,
which You - as Form-Creators! - use at present for certain creative realisation.
So, everything, absolutely everything in your Life depends on that, how much qualitative
and stable refocusings in this Direction you carry out, that is, exactly what qualitative basis of your
“future” existence you - unconsciously, intuitively or consciously - choose in the course of your
own moment-by-moment life creative work. Once again I want to focus your attention on that a
moment of making decision by you occurs much earlier, than you subjectively feel it is. All that
is being carried out approximately as follows: in the beginning in Self-Consciousness are being
activated hvasslonic Form-Creators of that brain area, which is connected with more high-frequency
operations of planning, on structure and activity of which depends a choice of concrete svilgsspherations, that provides focus dynamics of Self-Consciousness with missing energy-information
interrelations, necessary for Synthesis of an Experience, which is being multipolarizаtional taken of
a present situation.

15.17823.

Actually exactly here - instantaneously! – the decision is made and the concrete choice
of the further Direction of refocusings is carried out. The rest «considering time» - it is the inertial
component, “painted” with СФУУРРММ-Forms of individual subjectivity of “personality”. Further
hvasslonic Form-Creators send their conclusion to bio-Creators, which are responsible for sensual
integration, and you start to “project” on this intuitively made decision those Conceptions, which
already are available in your individual ODS, that is you start to experience emotionally, consciously
to weigh all pros and cons, though actually the decision already is objectively made by “you” - on
a basis of ННААССММ-parameters of that Form of Self-Consciousness, in which You are focused
at present! Therefore, just when it seems to you, that you still are actively thinking and analyzing a
situation, trying to be defined with the choice, the most part of work is already executed by hvasslons,
and the decision which is absolutely corresponding your current ННААССММ, it is definitively
made by them.
15.17824.

Therefore, possibilities of realisation of your requirements under continuously changing
conditions of Form-Systems of Worlds surrounding you directly depend on degree of the EnergyPlasma quality, which is being synthesized by Form-Creators of your Self-Consciousness, which is
on energy-information filling НУУ-ВВУ-Configurations focused by You. Only through this objective
“mechanism”, that operates your system of Perception, you will be able really to change subjective
Conceptions of your environment. This is, as a matter of fact, that - one and only! - “tool”, by means
of what all simultaneous dynamics of your subjective inertial “transformations” in Space-Time is
carried out.
15.17825.

I conditionally define this “mechanism” as UCF - Universal Self-Consciousness Focus of
that “personality”, with Form-Creators of which you subjectively identify «yourselves» during each
present moment of your own eternal Existence. That is to be conscious of “yourself” as of certain
“personality” you can only by means of the focus dynamics, by singling out its НУУ-ВВУ-Configuration

15.17826.

from all multitude of variants of other your Interpretations owing to the certain specificity of Sphere
of Interests inherent only to its ННААССММ Form-Creators. All the rest, including any of decisions
mentally made by “you” and mentally experienced states, - automatically and moment-by-moment!
- is carried out by hvasslons of two lluuvvumic Dominants on the basis of countless qualitative
parameters of Focus of Creative Activity of Form-Creators (that is their synthesis degree in different
sublevels of Self-Consciousness) of the НУУ-ВВУ-Configuration chosen by you.
15.17827. СФУУРРММ-Forms, which do not correspond to new, more qualitative frequency parameters,

inevitably will have to disappear quickly enough from creative dynamics of “future humankind»,
have given a place to more perfect and harmonized Configurations. The general foundation of
Spirituality and the Science, Philosophy and Culture, the Politics and Economics of New Worlds is
entirely build only on unconditional True of Unity of Everything and impossibility of division of
creative dynamics of all Forms of Self-Consciousnesses in principle. “Future”, more favorable for
your Existence, variants of Form-Systems of Worlds and Continuums will be able rezonationally
to be manifested as a reality surrounding you only when with their qualitative parameters highfrequency СФУУРММ-Forms of lluuvvumic Direction, which are being stably realized through
mental-sensationally creativity of Form-Creators of АИГЛЛИЛЛИАА- and ОРЛААКТОР-Ииссииди,
structuring your Self-Consciousness, will achieve harmony.
It cannot be otherwise! Any space-time structure is a “quantum” continuation and inertial
reflection of creative dynamics of Form-Creators of your Self-Consciousness. Thus, focus dynamics
of your Self-Consciousness becomes not only the main organizing principle of all your life creativity,
but also the main actualizer of those specific conditions, in which this creativity will be able to be
carried out. Actually, there is no essential difference between inertial dynamics of “that”, what in
reality represents all totality of qualitative manifestations peculiar to Form-Creators of your SelfConsciousness, and quality of Forms of Self-Consciousnesses surrounding you: your subjective
associative states and psycho-mental reactions find their own rezonation reflection in qualitative
dynamics of Forms surrounding you.

15.17828.

Now a level of quality of FCA-dynamics of Self-Consciousness of the majority of you
represent beings though already reasonable enough, but nevertheless still to a large extent highly
and highly ignorant, narrow-minded and selfish, that is not quite civilized. You are often absolutely
inadequate in reactions and unpredictable in decisions, as СФУУРММ-Forms of feebly-synthesized
low-frequency Levels of your Forms of Self-Consciousnesses actively convince you that it is
necessary to you from someone or from something to be protected, as the world around is always
hostile, aggressive and dangerous to you. You do not understand that as true sources of any aggression
and danger to you your own negative thinking and your destructive, aggressive and detrimental
mentality serve.
15.17829.

So while just in that the very primitive way you yourself are being involved only in those
groups of Continuums (from all simultaneously-multipolarized focus dynamics of your Forms of
Self-Consciousnesses) which are rather far even from the most modest Conceptions of perfection, as
meanwhile you tirelessly create your worthless and shabby Worlds by means of just the same mean
and selfish Conceptions. Living conditions of all Forms of Collective Intelligences rezonationally
correspond to those types of the Energy-Information, by means of which these Forms of SelfConsciousnesses can be manifested in inertial dynamics of Space-Time. Therefore enmity, division
and egoism peculiar to you are manifested in the World surrounding you, in relations, which you

15.17830.

have built by yourself. All your economics is hostile and aggressive, ruthless and cynical towards to
each member of a society. Any government of any country always is hostile and aggressive towards
to any “personality”, who does not represent any practical value for it, as well.
Development of any Idea of separateness of Forms of Self-Consciousnesses with a United
Whole would generate in energy-information structures of a new human formation low-frequency
tensor states, thereby deepening duality and destruction, which rezonationally will involve, if
they will not be accordingly annihilated, in present Continuums low-frequency СФУУРММ-Forms
similar to them, that greater and more deeply disbalance the present system on the whole. Chaos
and destruction your present, limited by egoism, existence is just the main reason of that you, in
low-qualitative levels of your thinking, feeling and actions completely ignore an obvious Postulate
of the Truth - basic indivisibility of the all system that provides all your psychobiological existence,
- thereby aggressively and persistently opposing your focus dynamics to all balanced energyinformation Flow.

15.17831.

In your petty and chimeric Worlds there are only mercenary interests of certain groups
of “humans”, united with one another by insatiable thirst for making the greatest individual gains
from rapid grip on power in corruption. Therefore their political and economic interests are not
attached in any way to essential interests and problems of billions other members of a society. On
a basis of communications and “personal” interests, concerning to a certain territory, they realise
their ambitions, but say that they act for a good cause of their own native land, people, country,
constitution and so on. When you deeply and impartially will analyse the situation, in which you
are now, you will understand that an animal nature and an impulsive instinctivity, you manifest in
the Life, are not worthy of better living conditions, as all these your lowest creative manifestations
could not be realised in full measure.

15.17832.

Even if now, in present conditions of critical level of egoism and low-qualitative activity of
Focuses of your Self-Consciousnesses, to give you unlimited possibilities for receiving all kinds of
material benefits plentifully, all the same more than half of you will continue instinctively to save, to
stock up, to shovel and to let rot all this good - simply by consciousness of the possibility to realize
oneself exactly in that. Therefore economics and politics of the World surrounding you completely
correspond to the level of qualities collectively manifested by you: egoism, ignorance, aggressiveness
and inspirituality. If focus dynamics of your Self-Consciousness will steadily change for the better
and become more altruistic, laws of the reality surrounding you will gradually change as well, not
only you will be transformed qualitatively, but also all other Forms of Self-Consciousnesses! The
farther, more radical and more deeply it will take place, the faster - is strict according to rates of your
internal transformations - will change the goodness of Form-Systems of Worlds focused by you.

15.17833.

In your subjective Perception such “perturbations” within the common focus dynamics
look like mass loss of life of “humans”. And if in Directions of more qualitative variants of
ours and yours “future” less developed Forms of Self-Consciousnesses actively “die”, in less
qualitative Continuums, where НУУ-ВВУ-Configurations of same “humans” are more harmoniously
“interwoven” in destructive scenarios, they continue to live, while best of “humans” in great
numbers “die”, whose high-frequency focus dynamics considerably discords with low-frequency
Levels of Creative Activity of Collective Self-Consciousness of “humankind” of more primitive
Form-Systems of Worlds. Individual possibilities to be or not to be the real participant of various
global cataclysms and of other large-scale planetary collisions represent only naturally determined

15.17834.

results of your subjective refocusings: those Forms of Self-Consciousnesses, whose life creativity
does not correspond any more to the most active СФУУРММ-Forms, structuring present groups of
Continuums, refocus to Existence conditions, which are more resonation with their Configurations.
Applying all your internal (psychomental) efforts to make constantly only as more as
possible the most qualitative choices, you thereby automatically refocus to more and more favorable
conditions for manifestation of СФУУРММ-Forms of nowadays peculiar to you Levels of life
creativity. And in “future” Continuums, where quality of universal “interpersonal” relations closely
approaching the main lluuvvumic features (high-intelligent Altruism and high-feeling Intellect),
science and technologies become so advanced and perfect, that necessity not only for any material
accumulations, but also and for any - monetary, barter - payments for the made work will naturally
disappear in a society.

15.17835.

As a result of that all people, irrespective of their traditional religions, being inspired with
depth of iissiidiological Knowledge, will begin to aspire sincerely only to positive interchange and
active creative cooperation (not for the sake of awards and a recognition, but owing to powerful
internal needs for such realisations!), global and large-scale reunion of all spiritually aspired humans
will begin on the Planet, that eventually will inevitably lead the human society to the necessity of
formation in the near “future” of an united world type of a statehood, which is not divided with
neither religious, nor national, neither economic, nor territorial or any other selfish interests.

15.17836.

More perfect and fair laws, which will not ignore needs of any member of a society, will
be created and implemented in an everyday life. The most important thing - possibility of creative
self-realization in a desirable Direction for the purpose to be of the greatest use to all community –
will be put in the forefront of the conscious eternal Existence of humans. Imagine everybody on the
Earth will think and act only as it became habitual and natural to act on Ayfaar! Millions farfetched
and generated by egoism problems of the society will disappear in themselves at once only owing to
goodness increase of “interpersonal” relations!

15.17837.

Therefore the whole structure of communication-public interrelations and society laws in
such Continuums will be completely subordinated to interests of those “persons”, who consciously
aspire to spiritually-intellectual self-improvement. Programs of creative development in directions
of all kinds of science, art, culture will be created. The large quantity of form-creating manipulations
with photons will be carried out, unique varieties of “an intelligent matter» in geneplasma and in
gene engineering, in cyber-genetics and in cyber-bionics, in astrobiology and in quantum-modeling
will be created. All kinds of the most interesting branches, existence of which you cannot even
imagine now, will appear. Increasing of the nature reaches - woods and fields, lakes and rivers, seas
and oceans - and an efficient consumption of existing resources will become the higher-priority in
process of development of the “future” humankind. Therefore the need for wildlife preservation
from barbarous destruction and thoughtless extermination will disappear - all necessary, including
an electrical energy and many foodstuffs, will be extracted and be made basically from water and
air, and also from waste products.

15.17838.

Thanks to the powerful positive changes, which have occurred in focus dynamics of
Collective Self-Consciousness, “the future” humankind will actively get involved in technological
projects, which are carried out by other space civilizations on Mars, Venus and even on Saturn.
These grandiose possibilities will appear in the long term of our development as result of that at
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first we ourselves will learn to make every possible materials from polymers, to create «rational
matter», to model our «dense-plasma» Forms not only holographically, from light quantums, but
also from water and air. Almost all necessary will be made from man-made materials, polymers
and chronomers (that is which actively change their own properties in certain time intervals). On
completely automated fields will be harvested 2-3 high-quality grain crops (wheat, rice, buck-wheat,
bean and others), whose sizes in 2-3 times will exceed their present forms. In cold latitudes on
hundreds of thousands hectares of the automated hothouses already habitual, as well as unimaginable
for you for the present kinds of vegetables and fruit, in tens of times (!) exceeding on productivity
present-day ones, year-round will ripen. Concurrently fruit and vegetables, as well as any other
food, will be possible to receive by means of industrial and house quantum replicators.
Metal will be used only in some industrial and scientific process equipment, for example,
when creating high-accuracy devices and space technology. In electric personal vehicles it will
be completely replaced with the ultra-strong and superlight polymeric materials which can easily
be reprocessed. In architecture also will appear a lot of interesting things thanks to new building
capabilities and absolutely new «light-derived» materials, combining strength of metals and softness
of silk.

15.17840.

In an area of several dozen square kilometers hugest commercial and public establishments
will be under construction - «dense-plasma» holographic trans-markets, which very quickly can
be transformed to anything different. They will be situated under transparent domes with the most
beautiful superstructures, with a lot of levels of towering one another transparent and light floors.
Easily and quickly to move in them it will be possible not only by means of countless escalators, but
also with help of silent panel devices on an air battery-powered cushion, which can be easily (like
magnets) attached to shoe sole, - as soon as you will leave territory of a grocery or industrial hall
(concept “shop” will disappear from a lexicon), these small sockets will fall off your feet themselves
and will automatically be drawn on their former place.

15.17841.

All this will exist thanks to new technologies and possibilities of materialization. One of
building mechanisms in the “future”, for example, is interesting enough. The process itself is similar
to how a spider spins its web. At first builders make foundation of a necessary configuration, set
guiding lines of light-polymer fibers on it, and after that along these fibers start up robots, in design of
which a program and a mechanism of “weaving” are enclosed. These robots, operated by a computer,
moving quickly-quickly along the certain trajectory and leaving behind hardly appreciable trace,
cover necessary spaces, limited by guiding lines, with very thin and transparent vitreous material.
Like this, literally in several hours, huge territories of premises turn into high domes with necessary
quantity of interfloor ceiling with already ready-made partitions. Thus the powerful reinforced
constructions turn out, which are capable to endure incredible loads - for example, even falling of
meteorites or small planes (in case of accident). Such work practically does not demand any labour
and material cost, because robots make a building liquid in themselves from air, light and polymeric
materials, which continually squeeze in them under huge pressure.

15.17842.

Also elevating and levitating constructions will appear, which, being formed in certain
interrelation of planes to each other (like sophisticated mutually crossed «fractalities»), will be able
to create stable anti-gravitational effects round themselves. And if similar «fractal» constructions to
assemble in the form of big planes, objects placed on them practically will lose their weight (earth
gravity, depending on a construction, will be dispersed along “fractals” edges and either it will
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be neutralized, or considerably reduced), that will give a possibility to manipulate huge weights,
without particular effort moving them over any distances. If to form a framework of a spaceship of
any size from such “honeycombs”, it will be possible to set its speed approaching 300 km/s, and
being able to carry out maneuvers of any complexity as well. This opening alone, in a combination
with means of a radical rejuvenation of a biological organism already invented by then, will become
a powerful stimulus for an era of mass space travels to start.
Tell me, for example, who now can imagine Life without a mobile phone? And after all
they have appeared only about twenty years ago. At that time for billions “humans” it was such
an unimaginable luxury, which could afford only very rich! But before their appearance we even
could not imagine, how, being anywhere, at any distance at any time it is possible to communicate
with each other. Now without a mobile phone in a pocket you will not even sit down at the table
to eat! And on «skype» it is already possible easily to get in touch with subscriber visually as well.
In exactly the same way ability to “fly”, more truly, to levitate, will become a habit as well, what I
already mentioned above. At first it will be possible to carry out by means of every possible types public and personal - «leviсars» (for a few passengers), «graviskates» and «levitorons» (individual
grounds). They will be small, very thin and easy (like bathroom scales for weighing) and made of an
ultrastrong material (but not a metal).

15.17844.

How these flights will look? Very simply! You put your both feet on a platform, take out
from a small aperture in it a folding wheel- “joystick” (like a skateboard wheel), fix it vertically and
start to operate a flight with its help: turning the handle on the right (as to gain speed of motorcycle),
you slowly rise, on the left - fly forward horizontally, pull the right handle - slowly sink. It is
absolutely impossible to fall or turn over accidentally. And the choice of directions is carried out by
rotation of both handles of “joystick” - to the right, to the left, forward, backwards. Speed of flight
changes depending on force of pressing of a toe (faster) or heel (more slowly) on a necessary part
of the platform. Everything is very simple, reliable and effective! None jet thrust and other heavy
and bulky devices, with help of which already now it is possible to make short individual flights (by
the way, such personal reactive knapsacks will not become widespread in the “future” because of
unreliable safety system).

15.17845.

And in time it will become possible to do the same without any sophisticated devices and
appliances. The point is that in our DNA certain genes are responsible for development of abilities
to the levitation (along the line of Synthesis of Aspects of Quality ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom, which
is common dominant both for us and for flying Proto-Forms - birds, insects and so on). When
this gene will be revealed by scientists, only insignificant genotype adjustment will allow to any
interested, even to a child, to acquire these remarkable abilities. It in large quantities will start
to occur concurrently with other tendency, which have spontaneously occurred to millions other
humans, - to do genetic adjustments for development of water spaces of our Planet. Will be also such
who, along with levitating abilities, will want to have increased possibilities to stay in water for a
long time as well. For this purpose there will be no restrictions as well, as everyone is free to choose
everything for creative realizations, at his or her convenience.
15.17846.

What art forms will be priority in more qualitative Worlds?

- In the fine art the nearest revolutionary bound, which is stretched before us, – is a
holography. The holography will affect everything, and, first of all, cinema, painting, mass-media,
Internet resources. Holog-users will appear - artists who will create by means of not oil and paints,
but by means of computer programs, which manipulate holographic beams. Appropriate devices
it will be possible to find in specialized departments of any supermarket. Each of you, if you like,
can use them, having installed on a computer a program of sequence of interactions realization
between beam flows. Such contemporary art forms as handicrafts and trades, will gradually turn
into a hobby, and then will disappear at all, remained only as training programs. It will occur due to
various reasons, among those there will be also a change of our general attitude to live Nature - as I
was saying, it will become more thoughtful, responsible and rational.

15.17847.

As a type of high-feeling communication excellent songs and classical music will sound.
But at the expense of new musical instruments use this art will reach a much higher performance
level. During a long time, within almost 25 years (and it is a huge term for such a dense-informational
flow!) Ayfaar Songs, a quantity of which will exceed several thousands, will be popular. These Songs
will be able to be reproduced by way of a certain «heavenly symphony», and voices, which sing out
them (by the way, being simulated on a computer as well), will be amazingly harmonious, high and
pure. But at first a general attention of “humans” will be attracted by their thoughtful texts because
these Songs will begin to be sung out by many well-known variety performers. When “humans” will
understand that by means of Ayfaar Songs it is possible spiritually to express oneself more fully and
deeply (as generated by them psychical energies will powerfully activate in Self-Consciousness only
high-frequency focus dynamics), then they will become much in demand.

15.17848.

Such type of music as rock, rap and suchlike, will sink into “past” Worlds and already
will never come back. In lluuvvumic Direction of development of Collective Self-Consciousness
СФУУРММ-Forms, modeled by them, cannot be realized at all. Punks, heavy metal musicians and
their fans, rockers will remain in Continuums, which have exposed to powerful natural catastrophes.
There “humans” will start to struggle fiercely for a survival, uniting for this purpose in certain social
structures (up to gangster), to which passion for similar genres is peculiar.
15.17849.

In Worlds of our “future” there will remain such art form, as dances, but with elements of
an acrobatic levitation and gymnastics. At the expense of that a scene will represent a levitating
complex, it will be possible to expand and enrich much more a performance expressiveness of
visual perception, to perfect technique and plasticity, extremely to improve ballet and rhythmic
gymnastics. At theatres, which will become much more realistic and therefore more popular, than
now, all scenery will be replaced with holographic ones. All programs on holography will be on sale
and dispensing in shops. With their help it will be possible to arrange any premise, for example,
to form by your own a “bit” of wood, of a lawn, of a field, of an ocean at one’s own home. And
yet birches will swing from a breath of wind, created by means of ventilating devises, clouds will
occasionally gather on the sun, on the ceiling the depths of the sky of stars will mysteriously beckon,
and in your huge bedroom waves of ocean, that jaw from afar, will be exactly such height that you
yourself want them to be.

15.17850.

All this will look absolutely realistically and very impressively. For example, if a hologram
at your window will represent a deep precipice with a view of the other shore, it looks so real that
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you never risk taking a step in it. It will be possible to program the hologram in such a way that
someone in the distance will be sitting in a boat, which is swimming along a river, and fishing. Or it
will be possible to adjust your computer so that, lying in a bed, you will be able to observe flights of
birds in the sky, and you will be surrounded with fragrant herbs with natural scents; or to enter into
the program tourists passing by once a month - for this purpose it is just necessary to adjust the timer.
The holography will become customary, it will enter each house and become simply sensational,
improving and inspiring factor of not only your “personal”, but also of a public Life. More and more
perfect elements of the beautiful will be created, and it will be possible to enjoy it as in reality, these
will be not drawn things, but perceived as «a direct reality».

QUESTION. Whether the real volume of a premise is an obstacle to a hologram? Whether it

will be possible at one’s own home to build in any hologram, for example, of a huge castle?

- In this question you might have some misunderstanding “now”, as in the meantime you
are not able to imagine neither holographic possibilities of the “future”, nor principles of their
manifestation. When I say about spatial unfolding of holographic objects, I have in mind only
technologies, principles of visual manifestation of which are based on frequency not less than 180200 shifts per second, that allows them to approximate enough in their density to characteristics of
all other dense-material objects of the reality. The points is that when a quality of psycho-mental
creativity of “humans” increase in common, a ССЛУУЛЛУСС-indicator of the future types of the
Reality also will change inevitably, to be exact to decrease from present 300-360 “shifts” per second
(the average value – is 328) to 200-300 “shifts”. I remind you that the ССЛУУЛЛУСС-indicator –
these are those frequency characteristics, which provide any objects with possibility not simply to be
visually perceived by us in present type of the subjective Reality, but also to gain individual weight
and other dense-material properties.
15.17852.

The Holography of most nearest “future” represents rather primitive variants of virtual
manifestation in this regard, as a speed of “shots” change in a space will not exceed 30-70 “shifts” per
second. This dynamics is extremely not enough to provide presence of all properties, characteristic
to objects, which are manifested in the reality in the present slloogrent area of the Space-Time. It is
possible to move freely through such holographic images, without feeling thus any tactile contacts.
It is simply a kind of a “three-dimensional” cinema, being shown not on a flat screen, but in the space
surrounding you. For its visual “unfolding” enough great volumes of the spherically closed spaces
(several times bigger than “present” cinemas) are need, creating an illusion of that you yourself and
action observed by you - seas and oceans, sky and mountains, woods and valleys – are on the open
territory or in premise with any other sizes (ancient castles, huge halls, caves, underwater or space
world and so on).

15.17853.

And so, in the “future” there are both less high-speed holograms, allowing to gain though
extremely realistic as well, but nevertheless only visual impressions (they are shown in special
spherotheaters), and high-speed ones. Thus only FUA-dynamics of СФУУРММ-Forms of an
information space of your Self-Consciousness will change in a certain way, while you yourself will
stay put, indoors. Everything that is going on around you will be accompanied with not only sound
effects, but also with corresponding smells, dryness or humidity, gusts of wind or water splashes,
cold or heat sensations, experiences of freshness or closeness, chill or heat. But all that will take
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place in limited premises, in which special armchairs will play the most important role in creation
of absolutely individual experiences and impressions of what is observed in the Self-Consciousness
of each spectator. By means of certain programs they will be able to influence not only olfactory
organs, but will have the tactual influence as well: suddenly to “pock” into proper places, simulating
a blow or a push, to rotate in different directions during “flights”, to recline backwards or to hang
with you «face down» during «falling» and the like.
Areas and volumes corresponding to real sizes of high-speed holographic objects are need
to place them, as they, having all signs of «dense-plasmousness», can «be encrusted” by you in the
general inertial dynamics of all objects of the surrounding reality only temporarily. That is as long as
a form-building generator (holoprojector) works, you can touch them, to caress one’s hand, to lean
or to go right around, but it is simply impossible to budge them, to raise, to destroy, to take apart
to pieces or to “eat”, as all sequence of dynamics carried out by them is implemented not in your
individual World by means of your Self-Consciousness (as it really occurs in Life), but thanks to the
certain program put in the holoprojector.

15.17855.

More perfect holograms of ours slightly more distant “future” will combine both active
elements of psycho-mental influence and high-speed holographic dynamics. It will allow you, being,
for example, in your spherical house, partly to use «dense-plasma» objects of the hologram created
by you as well (these are – all immovable furniture, invariable or periodically changing architecture
of premises, a decor, wall panels and the like) and to enjoy the virtual views, which have been
absolutely imperceptibly “built in” in the general environment (changing views outside windows,
entourage of walls and ceilings and so on). All these will be possible to match and to build in any
premise along with really functioning in it household goods and goods for comfort (work elements
of a kitchen, a bedroom, a drawing room, a hall).

15.17856.

Since the principle of purposive mental-feeling clexing of information space will be
enclosed in a creation of individual holograms, everyone will be able to create them only for oneself,
by means of stable fixing and specification in one’s own Imagination of those or that images, which
will be possible to derive from a lot of special programs, made for any of requirements and interests,
starting from space, nature and history, and finishing with highly-sexual themes, realisation in which
for many “humans” will still remain actual. That is at first by means of your imagination you will
form in a computer by the use of special devices all details of space you desire and of any dynamics
performed in it, will create a special file, will install necessary to you «launch points» (for example,
to active oneself only at your entering the present premise), will build the information necessary to
you into «a quantum simulator», will turn on the initiator, the reflector, the projector and … that’s
all, it is ready! You will sit at home in a special armchair (or will get on a special round ground with
hand-rails, capable to move under you in any direction of your feet movement) and as if in reality to
participate in those actions, which you yourself have enclosed in the program. The same concerns
also a creation of any programmed dynamics outside “windows” or walls.

15.17857.

In a system of your visual perception a view for five and more kilometers can be opened:
for example, when the moving platform under you inclines, you will get a sense of descent or
lifting, and a breath of changing a direction wind will create special «climate-managers» programs
and «conditioners». If your fantasies will be connected with water, you can “develop” all space in
a pool specially equipped for these purposes, where not only waves and a storm, but also a rain, a
hail and a snow will be simulated. Thus, you “enter” the hologram created by you only by means
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of information space of your Self-Consciousness (by means of СФУУРММ-Forms of individual
ODS), and according as where go your feet on a moving platform under you, corresponding sites and
episodes of the action invented by you will be developed in front of you. It is something like when
you move in a computer game, new and new levels and possibilities open up in front of you.
On the basis of such «fully-bundled» holograms will be created not only «spatial holographs»
(the future generation of present TVs), but also excellent clear manuals – games, which train
“humans” to make right choices. These programs will be constructed by a principle of deterioration
of circumstances when choices are less qualitative. Thus all the time it will be necessary to search
for the most altruistic choice. If you find it, you can rise on the next level. And a goal, for example,
can be the following: as soon as possible to get in a concrete «City of Light and Knowledge», in one
of numerous Ayfaars. And here you begin your way: you meet different “humans” that give diverse
information. Depending on how you answer, what keywords and feelings do you find in yourself,
different new ways are activating and next holograms are being formed round you, corresponding
the quality of your choices. Such interesting new games will soon come instead of present “horror
games”, “fights”, « shooter games» and «strip games”.

15.17859.

QUESTION. What will be features of the Human of so-called «the Sixth Race»?

- Actually the esoteric concept «the Sixth human Race» is very relative and conditional.
Taking into consideration Principles of slloogrentness and duvuyllerrtness of manifestation of all
Forms of Self-Consciousnesses in Space-Time, it is possible to say, that nobody never will be able
really to figure out and to define, how many types of “human”, human and lluuvvumic civilizations
simultaneously structure the general multipolarizаtional dynamics of ПРООФФ-РРУ Focuses at all
infinity of their inertial subjective Existence in 3-4-dimensional groups of “human” Continuums.
But sometimes I have to this term only because no other associating with the most qualitative
Conceptions of the “future” human (without quotation marks) civilisation in a “present” state of
Collective Self-Consciousness of “humans” simply does not exists.

15.17860.

Can «indigo» generation represent some rudiments of those universal СФУУРММ-Forms
and abilities, which are characteristic for a state of “the Sixth Race»? Yes, it can. But thus it is
necessary to consider the following important factors. At first, a natality of highly-developed «indigo»
children in present Continuums meanwhile is still rather far from the absolute. Therefore rates of
their mastering the more qualitative СФУУРММ-Forms of the Reality, which is formed actively in
Self-Consciousnesses of other “humans”, meanwhile leave much to be desired. Along with them, in
the process of the present Reality manifestation continue to join also much less developed “human”
Forms of Self-Consciousnesses, whose uncontrollable aggression and an ineradicable egocentrism
should become that powerful de-structuring factor, which will allow the general focus dynamics of
Collective Self-Consciousness of “humankind” in the nearest “future” to be differentiated to three
basic qualitative states: evolutionary, medium-developed and involutional.
15.17861.

Approximately into such Creative Flows it is possible conditionally to divide the focus
dynamics which nowadays exist on the Planet, which has already approached the most extreme
limits, admissible for joint coexistence of the most developed, medium-developed and undeveloped
Forms of Self-Consciousnesses (according to criteria of presence or absence of lluuvvumic signs in
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them!). Further such critical intensity of a tensor between so greatly different-qualitative and almost
incompatible Conceptions (which are simultaneously generated by seven billions “humans”!) of the
same problems in the same slloogrentness type of Space-Time simple cannot to be manifested, as it
would break a Principle of Duvuyllerrtness of Everything. Therefore, already shortly we (each one –
in one’s own individual World) inevitably will have to pass through specific decompositional stage of
our inertial development, allowing each “personality” to carry out sub-chakram refocusing to those
groups of “human” Continuums, the general focus dynamics of Forms of Self-Consciousnesses of
which qualitatively in a greater degree reflects tendencies, which dominate in the individual focus
dynamics of Form-Creators of your “personal” Self-Consciousness nowadays.
Depending on quality of psycho-mental “connections” peculiar to you (in a greater degree
high-frequency or low-frequency), you will become eyewitnesses and active participants of realisation
of one or another Planetary Mechanisms, which provide similar qualitative “redistribution” of all
population of the globe in groups of Continuums more corresponding to them. As I already noted,
in more qualitative groups the quantity of medium-developed “humans” will decrease considerably,
and the Forms of Self-Consciousnesses, which powerfully dissonant with lluuvvumic signs, will
simply “die out” by different global reasons (i.e. they will refocus to more corresponding to them
Continuums). In the most favorable variants of the “future” less than one third of all present
population will remain. But for the reason that a percent of birth rate of «indigo» generation children
will rise at once to absolute (100 %), the quality of Self-Consciousness of humans in future will not
decrease any more, what will very quickly allow all those large-scale changes in our Existence to
be carried out, which I already mentioned earlier. In general it will take as much time as it is need
for full change of a «half-indigo» generation which will remain after only forthcoming qualitative
“redistribution”.

15.17863.

Children of present “indigo” and those of us, who already now managed to sacrifice
all animal instincts and selfish needs to highly-spiritual and highly-intellectual transformations,
which are continuously carried out in the focus dynamics of one’s own Self-Consciousness, are
creators of the most favorable variants of the “future”. Any Conceptions of possibility of your
participation in corruption, aggressive, terrorist, national-chauvinistic and racist, religious-fanatical
and other destructive realisations become absolutely insurmountable for your further refocusings to
more qualitative conditions of Existence, as СФУУРММ-Forms of such low-frequency Levels are
completely absent in focus dynamics of humans of more harmonious groups of Continuums. As the
saying goes, « you snooze - you lose » …
15.17864.

Now, as regards the formulated question itself: «What features a human, capable to form
surrounding reality of this wonderful future by means of dynamics of his own Self-Consciousness,
will have»? For a start, all your “present” abilities are completely conditional on that all Creative
Activity of gene structures of your DNA and principles of functioning of brain bio-Creators are
entirely oriented to possibilities of the highest possible realisation in 3-4-dimensional Form-Systems
of Worlds of only those creative tendencies and aspirations, generally overwhelming activity in
Self-Consciousness of which defines you as not-Humans as yet. You are only potential Humans.

15.17865.

What does it mean? A lot of humans think that all of us already became Humans. Just try
to understand that you will become Humans only when you will no longer represent a tool of your
lowest Form-Creators creativity that realize themselves through Levels of two lowest Centers. And
for this purpose it is necessary to stop think about sex as of the most desired pleasure and the higher
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delight, it is necessary to stop to hate someone or to be jealous, to envy, to use hypocrisy and lie in
relations with each other. Until you are not realised sufficiently in all that, you are not Humans. Until
you do not learn to be focused constantly in Levels of АИГЛЛИЛЛИАА- and ОРЛААКТОР-Ииссииди and will not have any interests in even the higher ИНГЛИМИЛИССА- and АРГЛЛААМУНИ-Ииссииди Levels any more, you do not become Humans.
Frequency ННААССММ parameters of biological analogues of НУУ-ВВУ-Form-Types
nowadays focused by you are meant only for the maximum degree of interqualitative Synthesis
between different-qualitative Form-Creators of low - and mid-frequency Levels of Energy-Plasma.
Though, it is necessary to notice that Form-Creators supervising focus dynamics of bio-Creators of
5-7th synthetic Levels of two lowest ИИССИИДИ-Centers are focused in biological and “bioplasmic”
Forms of Self-Consciousnesses as well, but focused by them Continuums are incommensurably
more qualitative and harmonious, than the reality nowadays surrounding you. All problem of focus
dynamics carried out by you lay in a so far very weak synthesis in energy-information structures
of your Self-Consciousnesses of interrelations between Form-Creators of four most lowest Levels
of the first pair of Centers. Exactly this does not allow you to be guided by the prospects of the
“future”, which are not associated with possibilities of realisation of your essential animal instincts,
actively imposed and stimulated by means of various protoform bio-Creators.
15.17867.

Those types of psycho-mental activity, which the majority of «so far not-humans» represent
now in the present groups of Continuums, is not even a poor excuse for that, what Human race is fated
to become, but is only an outwardly “humanized” variant of manifestation of Self-Consciousnesses,
sublimated in themselves characteristic signs of lots of Proto-Forms. Until in the lowest Levels of
Self-Consciousnesses full-fledged and deep Synthesis between dominant and background FormCreators will not be carried out, it is possible only to dream of favorable prospects of development.
And only when it will occur, Form-Creators of НУУ-ВВУ-Forms focused by you naturally will
appear on such Levels of the Creativity, which greatest minds of present “humankind” even in the
most courageous and optimistic forecasts are not able to imagine.
15.17868.

Firstly, principles and ways of psychomental activity of the “future” more qualitative НУУВВУ-Form-Types will depend on biological conditions to a lesser and lesser degree, when they will
be stabilized in high-frequency levels of electromagnetic fluctuations, therefore a picture of genetic
activity of a DNA will essentially change as well: in the human DNA additional pair of chromosomes
will appear at the expense of significant growth in synthetic amino acids. As result of these mass
mutagenic processes, nervous, vegetative, hematopoietic, urogenital, digestive, endocrine and
respiratory systems will essentially change in biological systems of your “future” Forms of SelfConsciousnesses. With time it will lead to the fact that activity of a majority of bio-Creators of
DNA will in a greater degree be shifted from a spectrum of coarse-waved - low- and mid-frequency
- Levels to photon types of energy-information interrelations, when biochemical reactions will lose
the nowadays defining role.
15.17869.

Secondly, more deeply synthesized (in accordance to lluuvvumic Dominants) properties
of the Energy-Plasma itself will allow humans much more widely, faster and more qualitatively to
handle it in all directions of individual life creativity, exactly which will become the basic mechanism
of your self-expression in the World around, i.e. Continuums will turn into much more active Forms
of your creative self-expression. Energy-information interrelations with self-conscious Elements
structuring Levels of a Form-Matter, will lose their “present” actuality, as it will be no need in them
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anymore. To replace them, Form-Plasma will begin to provide all “material” basis of your “future”
Creativity, and that is the main reason for mass manifestation of abilities to clairvoyance, telepathy,
telekinesis, levitation, teleportation and that sort of things.
I Repeat: the defining factor for Self-Consciousness refocusing by means of the shortest
Vectors to Realities, where all this already exist, is deep mastering and active use of IISSIIDIOLOGY
СФУУРММ-Forms in the life creativity. By means of intensively cultivating in one’s own SelfConsciousness universal Conceptions of this Knowledge and Principles of Immortality stated in
it, you already “now” gradually turn into peculiar “hybrids” of your “present” and “future” Forms
of Self-Consciousnesses, as if partially already representing in subjective «here and now» some
features of focus dynamics of those your “personality” Interpretations, which soon will succeed
present “humankind”. But it is possible to refocus inertially to the same Goal in other ways as well:
by means of lots of unconscious trials, errors, chaotic and instinctive choices, for many thousands
years gradually synthesizing a missing Experience in lots of “time loops» and, eventually, inevitably
being convinced that the most sophisticated ways of selfish realizations are not able to take place
of that creative joy, delight and gratification, which states of highly-developed Intelligence and
Altruism give humans.
15.17871.

Less and less perfect Forms of your Self-Consciousnesses will remain in the Form-Systems
of the Worlds, that replenish inertially a relative time category Memories-of-the-Past, a synthesized
Experience of which you use in your more qualitative creativity. Synthesis of the Qualities ALLLove-ALL-Wisdom, ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence and ALL-Unity will gradually become defining
in your life creativity. Actually you will break all types of energy-information interrelations with
Form-Creators of average and more high Levels of ИНГЛИМИЛИССА- and АРГЛЛААМУНИ-Iissiidi
after stabilization in the second-third synthetic Levels of АИГЛЛИЛЛИАА- and ОРЛААКТОР-Iissiidi.
15.17872.

When you started to tell about the new Worlds and technologies of our possible nearest

“future”, about what might the future hold in store for us, there was a sensation of the
powerful optimism, some extraordinary joy, there was a strong enthusiasm and desire to
do the most altruistic choices henceforth to refocus only in these Worlds, instead of in any
dramatic scenarios.

- The Enthusiasm arises, because you thought earlier, that all these possibilities exist
somewhere very-very far from you, in some incomprehensible and unattainable dimensions. Neither
of you did not know and did not imagine that it is possible to refocus “there” in reality only by means
of steady increase of creative manifestations of one’s own Self-Consciousness. It turns out that all of
us had and have the possibility to be conscious participants of those groups of Continuums, where
Form-Systems of the Worlds are already not in aggression, egoism and hatred, but in conditions
of the all-consuming Love, the high Intellect and the absolute Altruism initially generated by us.
Since an active manifestation in Collective Self-Consciousness of the “humankind” of the СФУУРММ-Forms of IISSIIDIOLOGY, as far as tens and hundreds millions “humans” more and more deep
and extensive study and master them, each of you will have a real chance to begin consciously to
refocus to groups of Continuums of lluuvvumic Directions, which are the most favourable and
perspective for ours with yours further Existence.
15.17873.

When focus of Creative Activity stays in Levels of high mentality and high sensuality it
automatically involves more and more steady and qualitative display of abilities to a prediction
of possible variants of “future”, to Intuition development, сlairvoyant and to manipulation with
SFUURMM-FORMS of high-quality Ideas. The method also consists in it sub-chakram refocusings:
intuitively realising in subjective «here and now» a part of that in parallel with it and in all completeness
it is already actively shown in any of more favorable “future” scenarios, you automatically stabilise
focal dynamics of the Consciousness in those Levels of psychomental creativity which structure
“the future” groups of Continuums.
15.17874.

lets real possibility know what to be altruistic it is very favourable first of
all that who cultivates similar tendencies in the Consciousness. Earlier “people” did not understand,
why so it is necessary to be good to all who surrounds you, and in particular - to the enemies and foes.
Very long all world religions promised to all “righteous persons” that making good on the earth, they
will get once in «paradise in heavens». But such explanation is not perceived for a long time already
by modern formed “people”. Before occurrence of the IISSIIDIOLOGY no one could convincingly,
intelligibly and logically understandably answer this complicated question, which was caused by
misunderstanding of that, for what reason is it necessary to help even to those once, who you do not
know or, probably, never will see? New iissiidiological Representations accurately answer it: thanks
to stably shown by you Altruism will continuously raise the quality of your Existence due to that
you purposefully refocus to more and more favorable conditions for realization of the further life
creativity. Understanding of it is enough to convince any of you if and not to act altruistically, then
to stop consciously to make harm.
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We have already started to study actively most rough of Aspects of Quality EVERYTHING,
therefore in high-frequency Levels of Collective Consciousness of given “mankind” is shown NUUVVU-FORMS which already consciously aspire to Unity with Everything more and more, intuitively
developing this Aspiration through SFUURMM-FORMS different protoform - peri-lluuvvumic Directions. Such concepts as Responsibility, Tolerance, Mercy, Sympathy and others, reflecting
specificity of Creative Activity of Formo-creators of this Quality, represent harmoniously composed
parts uoldmiizma (high-feeling Intelligence) and stoollmiizma (high-intellectual Altruism) which
are synthesized By us in the lluuvvumic development Direction. Any of inhuman civilizations,
having reached certain stages of development, also start to show intuitively Aspirations to Unity with
Everything though they have approached to these creative tendencies at all how we, synthesising
in the Consciousness Aspects of other dominant combinations (instead of ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom
and ALL-Knowledge-ALL-Informedness). On the basis of SFUURMM-FORMS of it, the general for
set of civilizations, Qualities in “future” people can carry out contacts to other advanced Forms of
Self-Consciousnesses. About when and how all it will be carried out, we will talk in the following
our conversations.
15.17876.
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Abbreviations used in IISSIIDIOLOGY

CCI

Collective Cosmic Intelligence

DP

dissonational Passivity

EIC

Energy-information Konversums

ÈIP

the èglleroliftive Impulse-Potential

f-Configuration

focus Configuration

FDO

Focus of Dual Reflection

FIMI

the Focus of Integral Motivational Impulse

F-L-complex; FLK

ФЛУУ-ЛУУ-complex

FPV

the Focus of Close Attention

FTA

the Creative Activity Focus

IIP

the irrkogliktive Impulse-Potential

IP

Impulse-Potential

NVK

noo-time Continuum

O-D-system; ODS

ОЛЛАКТ-ДРУОТММ-system

PCQ

Pure Cosmic Qualities

PÈS

the variable ethereal component

RA

rezonational Activity

r-Configuration

rekonverst Configuration

S-T-Continuum; STC

space-time Continuum

UFS

the Universal Focus of Self-Consciousness

UMPI

Universal Multipolarization Impulse

UPDI, UPD-Emission

Universal Plasma-Differentiation Emission

VÈN

the temporal ethereal constituent
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